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While Congress is busy digging my grave, I am
preoccupied with working for poor: PM Modi

Simmi Kaur Babbar

New Delhi, March 12: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Sunday said while Congress
was busy “digging” his “grave”, he was pre-occu-
pied with easing the lives of the
poor. Addressing a function at
Mandya in Karnataka today after
inaugurating the Bengaluru-Mysuru
expressway, Modi said, “Congress is
busy digging my grave, while I am
busy with Bengaluru-Mysuru
Expressway, improving lives of
poor.” The expressway is a 118-km
long project that has been developed
at a total cost of aroundRs8480
crore. It is slated to reduce travel
time between Bengaluru and
Mysuru from three hours to about
75 minutes. It will act as a catalyst
for socio-economic development in
the region, Modi said. It doesn't
know that blessings of mothers, sis-
ters and people of the country have thrown a
impregnable protective shield around me,” Modi
added. Mandya is among the Karnataka districts

where people of the Vokkaliga caste form the dom-
inant section of voters. The area is considered a
stronghold of the former Prime Minister HD Deve
Gowda led – Janata Dal (Secular). Congress leader

DK Sivakumar too has substantial following in the
area. The Prime Minister said that the Congress
government at the Centre before 2014 “left no

stone unturned to ruin poor people.” “Congress
government looted the money which was meant for
poor people,” he alleged. Modi added that during
the Congress regime, the poor had to run from pil-

lar to post to get benefits but under the BJP
government, benefits go to their doorstep.
The PM said that a lot of work is happening
across the country for modern infrastruc-
ture."In 2022, India gotrecord foreign direct
investment (FDI). Karnataka benefitted the
most. Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, there
was an investment worthRs4 lakh crore in
Karnataka,” Modi said. Highlighting the
advantages of “double-engine government,”
the Prime Minister said while Rs 6000 each
was being given to farmers by the Centre
under the PM Kisan Nidhi scheme,
Karnataka government was giving an addi-
tional Rs 4000 to farmers taking the largesse
to Rs 10,000 for each farmers annually. Modi
said that in the last nine years, houses were
made for over 3 crore poor people. Lakhs of
houses were made in Karnataka as well

under the scheme, he said. The tenure ofKarnataka
Legislative Assemblyis scheduled to end on May
24, 2023.

Govt says priority to pass Finance Bill:
Congress bats for Opposition unity
Naresh Malhotra

New Delhi, March 12: The second leg
of the Budget session will commence on
Monday with the government asserting
that its priority is to pass the Finance Bill
and the Opposition planning to raise
issues like the action of central agencies
against the BJP’s political rivals and alle-
gations against the Adani group. Leader of
Opposition in Rajya Sabha and Congress
President Mallikarjun Kharge asserted
that they want to play a constructive role
in making the government accountable
and sought a discussion in the House on
“every burning issue facing the nation”.
Rajya Sabha Chairperson Jagdeep
Dhankhar sought views of leaders of vari-
ous political parties on ways to curb dis-
ruptions in the House at a meeting held
on Sunday. Opposition members raised
the issue of alleged misuse of central
agencies against non-BJP governments
and the move to appoint Dhankhar’s per-
sonal staff on parliamentary committees.

The opposition parties will meet on
Monday morning to evolve their strategy

in both Houses of Parliament after
protests by them on the Hindenburg-
Adani issue overshadowed most of the

first half of the Budget session. Manickam
Tagore, Congress Whip in Lok Sabha,

told PTI that his party wants the
Opposition to take a united stand. “We will
continue to raise people’s issues - price

rise, LPG cost, Adani, misuse of agencies,
farmers issues, governors’ intervention.
We will continue to work with all like-
minded parties. Tomorrow’s meeting is
called for the purpose as we want the
Opposition to be united.” Congress leader
K Suresh maintained that his party would
continue to demand answers from the
government on the Adani-Hindenburg
issue as it has been keeping a studied
silence. The principal opposition party has
been pressing for a Joint Parliamentary
Committee (JPC) probe. The opposition
parties are also likely to vociferously raise
the issue of recent raids by the CBI and
the ED against their leaders, some of
whom were questioned and even arrested
in various cases. They have accused the
BJP-led government at the Centre of mis-
using the central agencies to target lead-
ers of the BJP’s rival parties. Minister of
State for Parliamentary Affairs Arjunram
Meghwal told PTI on Sunday that the top-
most priority for the government is the
passage of the Financial Bill.

Farmhouse owner's wife alleges husband's
role in actor's death, police initiate inquiry

Navdeep Singh Sahni

New Delhi, March 12: In connec-
tion with the veteran actor Satish
Kaushik's death, farmhouse owner
Vikas Balu's second wife has levelled
serious accusations against her
husband, claiming his role in
the death of the actor. Delhi
Police told ANI in a statement,
"In actor Satish Kaushik's
death case, an inquiry has been
initiated into allegations of foul
play levelled by a woman (wife
of one Vikas Malu). An inspec-
tor-level officer from the South
West district has been asked to
probe the entire matter. The
woman will be called by police
to record her statement."
Satish Kaushik death: Delhi
cops rule out ‘foul play’ for now after
wife of farmhouse owner alleges hus-
band’s role in actor’s death Talking to
ANI, Vikas Malu's wife said, "I have
got a complaint registered in connec-

tion with Satish Ji's death. He had
come to my husband's farmhouse for a
party, where his health deteriorated.
Some objectionable medicines have
also been found from the farmhouse."
She alleged that Satish Kaushik and

Vikas Malu had business links and
there was a monetary dispute between
the two. "Satish Ji and my husband had
business connections as well. In
August 2022, an argument broke out

between Satish Ji and my husband,
where Satish ji demanded Rs 15 crores
that he had earlier given to him. But,
my husband said that he will give the
money in India." She further alleged,
"When I later asked from him about

the money, my husband
said that he borrowed
the money from Satish
ji, but the money was
lost during the Covid
period. My husband
was not in the mood to
return the money. He
even said that he will
use blue pills and
Russian girls to do away
with Satish Kaushik.
That's why I have
brought this angle to
the police for fair inves-

tigation.” On being asked about her
earlier complaints against Vikas Balu,
she alleged that Vikas as well as his
son "raped" her after which she left his
house. 

Some people trying to defame country: UP CM Yogi
Adityanath over Rahul Gandhi’s remarks in UK

Sanjay Kumar

Lucknow, March 12: In a veiled attack on
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi over his
recent remarks in the UK, Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath on Sunday
said when India’s dominance on glob-
al platforms is growing, some people
are criticising the country on foreign
land. “Those who are criticising
Indian democracy today are the same
people who left no stone unturned to
strangle democracy itself when they
were given a chance,” Adityanath
said without taking any name.
Addressing an event in Gorakhpur,
he added that while Prime Minister
Narendra Modi is making the coun-
try famous in the world, some people
are “trying to defame” the country.
The chief minister said these people
criticise the country when they are abroad,
and when they are home, they criticise Uttar
Pradesh while they are in Kerala and Kerala

when they are in Delhi. The CM said that
such people who wish to weaken the strong
democracy of the country and whose fami-
ly’s legacy has been that of the politics of
“divide and rule” should be recognised and
must not be allowed to succeed in their “evil

designs”. Gandhi had on March 6 told
British parliamentarians in London that func-
tioning microphones in the Lok Sabha are
often silenced against the Opposition. He

made the comment during an event organ-
ised by veteran Indian-origin Opposition
Labour Party MP Virendra Sharma in the
Grand Committee Room within the House of
Commons complex. Meanwhile, Union
Women and Child Development Minister

Smriti Irani also hit out at the former
Congress president over his UK
remarks, saying he apprehends defeat
in the 2024 general elections. Irani was
speaking to reporters after inaugurat-
ing a pontoon bridge in Amethi’s
Jagdishpur. “It is natural for him to
shed tears due to his defeat in Amethi.
Today, the country has become the
world’s fifth economic power. But
instead of respecting it, Gandhi’s unre-
strained statement shows he has an
apprehension that he will be defeated
again in 2024,” the Union minister said.

Adityanath said that the achievements of the
country in the last eight-nine years under the
leadership of Prime Minister Modi repre-
sented the new India. 

Despite India’s plurality,
government still believes

marriage rights can only be
given to heterosexuals

New Delhi, March 12: Activists and members of the
LGBTQ+ community have criticised the Centre’s oppo-
sition to granting recognition to same-sex marriage,
saying despite India’s plurality and diversity the govern-
ment still believes that marriage rights can only be
given to heterosexuals. In an affidavit before the
Supreme Court which is scheduled to hear the matter
on Monday, the Centre has said legal validation of
same-sex marriage would cause a complete havoc with
the delicate balance of personal laws and accepted soci-
etal values. It, however, added that non-heterosexual
forms of marriages or unions between individuals
though not recognised are not unlawful. Reacting to the
Centre’s affidavit, equal rights activist Harish Iyer and
a member of the community said India is a nation of plu-
rality not homogeneity. “Unity in diversity is a lesson we
learn in our schools. Everyone is equal in the eyes of
law. Yet we afford marriage rights only to the majority
and not us minorities. The state in its stance has con-
firmed that they believe that marriage is only between
a biological man and a biological woman and their off-
spring,” Iyer told PTI. Iyer further slammed the lan-
guage used by the Centre in the affidavit. “The very lan-
guage reveals that the state needs a crash course on
sex, sexuality and gender. The correct terms are cis
man and cis woman. Now that the Supreme Court has
written down Section 377, I would like to know from the
state how they define LGBT families,” Iyer said. In its
affidavit, the government submitted that despite the
decriminalisation of Section 377 of the Indian Penal
Code, the petitioners cannot claim a fundamental right
for same-sex marriage to be recognised under the laws
of the country. A queer scholar and PhD candidate at
the University of St Andrews in Scotland, who prefers
to be identified as Q, said queer intimacies predate the
Indian State by many centuries and the State has always
been fundamentally heterosexual.

Jolt to Congress as former Andhra CM
Kiran Kumar Reddy quits party

New Delhi, March 12: In more trouble for the
Congress which has seen serial exodus of top leaders
in the recent past, former Andhra Pradesh chief minis-
ter Kiran Kumar Reddy on Sunday resigned from the
party. Reddy in a short letter to Congress president
Mallikarjun Kharge said he was resigning from the
party’s primary membership. Reddy was the last CM of
undivided Andhra and had earlier quit Congress in
2014 after the state was bifurcated into Andhra and
Telangana. He floated his own party and contested the
2014 General elections without success only to return
to the Congress in 2018. There’s buzz in Andhra circles
that he might be headed for the BJP which is looking to
expand its southern footprint beyond Karnataka.

New Delhi, March 12:
Embattled Adani Group on Sunday
said it has repaid loans aggregating
USD 2.65 billion to complete a pre-
payment programme ahead of the
March 31 deadline to cut overall
leverage in an attempt to win back
investor trust post a damning report
of a US short seller. In a statement,
Adani group said it has repaid USD
2.15 billion of loans that were taken
by pledging shares in the conglom-
erate’s listed firms and also another
USD 500 million in loans taken for
the acquisition of Ambuja Cement.
The announcement comes within
days of the group saying it has pre-
paid Rs 7,374 crore (about USD 902
billion) loans that were taken pledg-
ing shares in four group companies.
This has now been scaled up to
USD 2.15 billion. While Adani group
has not detailed the source of
money for repayment of loans,
these came within days of the pro-
moters selling minority stakes in
four listed companies to US-based
GQG Partners for Rs 15,446 crore.
“In continuation of promoters’ com-
mitment to repay the promoter

leverage, Adani has completed full
prepayment of margin linked share
backed financing aggregating to
USD 2.15 billion, well before the
committed timeline of March 31,
2023,” it said. “In addition to above,
promoters have also prepaid a USD
500 million facility taken for Ambuja
acquisition financing.” This, it said,
was in line with promoters’ commit-
ment to increase equity contribu-
tion and promoters have now
infused USD 2.6 billion out of total
acquisition value of USD 6.6 billion
for Ambuja and ACC. “The entire
prepayment program of USD 2.65
billion has been completed within 6
weeks, which testifies the strong
liquidity management and access to
capital at sponsor level, supplement-
ing the solid capital prudency adopt-
ed at all portfolio companies,” the
statement said. The last announce-
ment of prepayment of share-
backed financing of Rs 7,374 crore
on March 7 was followed by more
shares belonging to companies of
the group being pledged as security
for loans taken by the group’s flag-
ship firm.

People have trusted poll results, still
EC gives ‘agnipariksha’ after every

election: CEC Rajiv Kumar
Bengaluru, March 12: India has stabilised its social,

political and linguistic issues peacefully in 70 years
through dialogue mainly because of established democ-
racy which was possible as people trust election results
but still the Election Commission has to undergo
‘Agnipariskha’ after every poll, Chief Election
Commissioner Rajiv Kumar said here. He made these
remarks at a press conference on Saturday while
responding to a question on whether the people of
Karnataka can trust the poll panel for free and fair elec-
tions in the state. He said with the conclusion of polls in
Tripura, Nagaland and Meghalaya, the Election
Commission has completed the 400th state assembly
election. There have been 17 Lok Sabha polls and 16
presidential and vice presidential elections, he noted.
“Results are accepted election after election and the tran-
sition of power each time has been smoothly done by bal-
lot. This is in stark comparison to what has been recent-
ly happening even in many developed countries,” he said.
“In the last 70 years, India has stabilised its social, cultur-
al, political, geographical, economic, linguistic issues
peacefully and through dialogue mainly because of estab-
lished democracy which is possible only because people
trust election results. Still, ECI gives ‘Agnipariskha’ (trial
by fire) every time after each election,” he said. Replying
to another question, Kumar said fake narratives and
inducements pose a big challenge.

Akhilesh Yadav shares video
of IPS officer soliciting Rs
20 lakh bribe, asks Uttar
Pradesh govt for action

Lucknow, March 12: After an old video of
an IPS officer demanding money from a
businessman did rounds on social media on
Sunday, Samajwadi Party President
Akhilesh Yadav attacked the BJP govern-
ment in Uttar Pradesh asking it whether it
will take “bulldozer” action against him. A
video of an IPS officer showed up on media
on Sunday in which he was seen asking
someone on a video call to arrange for Rs 20
lakh. The purported video has been stated
to be of the time when the officer was post-
ed in Meerut district. “After this video of an
IPS demanding money in UP, will the direc-
tion of bulldozers change towards him or
will the BJP government get rid of the mat-
ter by adding one more name to the list of
absconding IPS? The people of UP are see-
ing the reality of BJP’s zero-tolerance
towards crime,” SP president said on
Twitter, posting a 10-second portion of the
video. Meerut Police in its reply on Twitter
said, “This video is over 2 years old and does
not have any connection with Meerut.

Adani repays $2.15 bn loan taken
pledging shares, prepays another
$500 mn loan for Ambuja cement

Two held for call spoofing pro-Khalistan mes-
sage ahead of India-Australia Test match in Gujarat

Ahmedabad, March 12: Two persons were arrested
from Rewa district in Madhya Pradesh by Gujarat police
in connection with a bulk video and voice message
released allegedly by a pro-Khalistan group threatening
to storm Narendra Modi Stadium ahead of the India-
Australia cricket match that started on March 9 in
Ahmedabad, an official said on Sunday. Ahmedabad
police's cyber crime cell traced the origin of the message
to a facility set up in Rewa in the neighbouring state for
call spoofing and arrested two persons from there, the
official said. The bulk message, urging people to stay
safe at home as a pro-Khalistan group planned to storm
the cricket stadium and install its flag, was released
ahead of the India-Australia cricket match that was wit-
nessed by Prime Minister Modi and his Australian coun-
terpart Anthony Albanese. "We have arrested two per-
sons from Rewa district and busted a facility set up there
for call spoofing. We traced the threat video message
from the facility and recovered 11 SIM boxes, around 300
SIM cards, 4-5 routers," Assistant Commissioner of
Police (Cyber Crime) Jitendra Yadav said. He identified
the accused as Rahul Kumar and Narendra Kushwaha,
who hail from Satna in MP. "The threat was issued on a
recorded message, and the call is jumped, spoofed in
such a way that it becomes difficult to locate them. We
have busted the centre from where the call was being
spoofed. Further investigation will reveal who all are
behind the recorded message," Yadav said. The mes-
sages, released purportedly by Gurpatwant Singh



af ternoon only  af ter  we GURGAON. Even after six years, 
protested.”Launched in 2008, more than 200 families in ILD 
possession of flats in the society Greens located in Sector 37C are still 
started in 2017 in a phase-wise awaiting piped water supply that has 
manner. Of the seven towers, left them at the mercy of private 
five towers have been delivered tankers.The society got the approval 
so far.“Water bills to the tune of for water connection from GMDA 
Rs 23-24 lakh are pending. last month. However, the developer 
Despite paying the upkeep fee at has not yet laid the required 
Rs 2.50 per square feet, we are infrastructure to connect the 
d e p r i v e d  o f  w a t e r.  T h e  society’s supply line with the master 
developer needs to be held water pipeline.
accountable,” said Rahul Gupta, Residents alleged that the developer 
R WA  t r e a s u r e r  o f  t h e  has failed to ensure even an essential Vikas Munjal, one of the residents who 

society.Contacted, Sanjeev Mann, amenity like water, which is in has been living here since 2017, said 
senior town planner, said, “We have violation of the occupancy certificate that in the past few months, the 
scheduled a meeting on March 15 with conditions.They were initially relying condition has only gotten worse. 
the developer and residents on the on private water tankers but the vendor “Canal water has become a distant 
matter. It is the responsibility of the has stopped the supply multiple times dream for us as the developer is not 
developer to get the permanent in the past three months due to pending willing to fulfill its obligations. There 
connection for water supply otherwise water bills.Despite repeated attempts, was no water supply from Wednesday 
appropriate action may be taken.”the developer could not be contacted. evening. It resumed on Friday 

NEWS BOX

2 on bike mowed down by mini truck at 
Gurgaon's Cyber Hub; driver held after chase

No infra yet: Why this society in 
Gurgaon doesn’t get piped water

GURGAON. Work on the ambitious 
Global City project is expected to start 
from July. HSIIDC has floated tenders for 
the development of essential services and 
civic amenities. The state government is 
expected to raise around Rs 1 lakh crore 
from the sale of mixed land use plots in 
the project to big companies.

The Global City is expected to be built 
across over 1,000 acres of land, of which 
550 acres will be used for the construction 
of utility tunnels, roads, sewerage 
network, firefighting system and other 
services. The remaining land will be 
utilised for developing residential and 
commercial complexes. Earlier HSIIDC 
had prepared an estimate of Rs 758 crore 
for developing the essential services and 
civic amenities. However, the estimate 
has now increased to Rs 931 crore. “The 
companies interested in the work can 
participate in the tender process tll March 
27,” said a senior HSIIDC official.Unlike 
other parts of the city, Global City will 
have a utility tunnel which will be used for 

government wants to develop Global City under-construction Dwarka Expressway. HSIIDC. The construction of the plot is to electricity, telephone and water supply 
as the central business district of Gurgaon It will be developed as a mixed land use be done by only those companies that lines and other underground services. 
— basically a “City within a city” with project wherein companies can develop have invested in this project. Plots in “With this utility tunnel, there will not be 
focus on modern technology, low carbon office space, residential housing and Global City will be auctioned on the a need for frequent digging up of roads for 
green infrastructure, and commercial and commercial complex at one place. mixed land format.As per the demand of laying new services,” said the official. 
residential sectors.The project will be the industry, allotment of the plots will be HSIIDC is the developer of the Global City “The utility tunnel will have the provision 
spread across over 1,000 acres of land in done in sizes of up to 100 acres, 50 acres, project .  Road, water and other to lay underground services in the future 
sectors 36B, 37A and 37B along the 20 acres, and 5 acres.arrangements will be provided by without digging the road.”The Haryana 

Haryana: Work on Global City likely to start from July

driver was in an inebriated GURGAON: Two persons on a bike 
condition. He has been identified were mowed down by a mini truck 
as Sandeep Kumar, a resident of on the Delhi-Jaipur highway near 
Bihar. Traffic police handed him Cyber Hub on Thursday night. 
over to us and we took him for a Police said they were going to 
medical examination, which IFFCO Chowk when a drunk 
confirmed that he had consumed driver rammed his mini truck into 
alcohol. An FIR was registered on them from behind. The two died on 
Friday night after Naeem filed a the spot near DLF Square building. 
complaint," the officer added.The A team of traffic police chased the 
FIR was lodged under sections driver for around 7km and arrested 
279 (rash driving), 304B (death him near Jharsa flyover.Saleem 
by negligence not amounting to (45) and Faheem (30) - both 
culpable homicide) and 427 carpenters - were from UP. Mini A traffic police team on patrolling duty 

(causing damage) of the IPC.On truck driver Sandeep Kumar has been was behind the truck. While two of the 
Wednesday night, a 24-year-old trainee sent to judicial custody."I was working cops got off the police jeep to help the 
flight attendant with a private airline at an under-construction building in victims, two others chased the truck 
company died and her colleague was Noida on Thursday night when I got a driver for around 7km and arrested him 
injured after a vehicle ran over them call from police that Faheem and his near the flyover. The team then 
while they were crossing a service lane friend Saleem died in an accident," informed the DLF 2 police station 
off the highway in Kherki Daula. Police Faheem's  brother  Naeem Ali  where an FIR has been registered.ASI 
said Anna Harris, who belongs to MP said."Police told me that they had Shyam Lal of DLF 2 police station said 
and lived in a PG facility in Sector 69, crossed Shankar Chowk when a they were informed about the accident 
played Holi with her friends on speeding mini truck hit their by traffic cops and a team immediately 
Wednesday evening. The group was motorcycle from behind. The driver reached the spot."We saw two people 
getting food packed from an eatery did not stop and instead mowed them lying on the road in a pool of blood. We 
around 11pm when the vehicle - down while trying to flee. The bike arranged for an ambulance and rushed 
identified only as a white car - hit the was crushed, and the duo were killed them to a hospital. Their families were 
two of them. on the spot," Naeem added. also informed," Shyam said."The 

We’ve acted against corruption. Earlier, for Rs 2 crore 
Noida earned, Rs 20 crore would go to party in govt’

Noida.The purpose of decentralisation of recommendations of CAG seriously. of the deadlock between the Noida parties like SP, BSP and Congress robbed 
power is to provide convenience to Decisions are being taken to ensure there Authority and developers over legacy the state. But our government is working 
citizens. It ensures that they don’t not are no financial irregularities. For the first debts. The government is seen to be aloof. to bring back its glory and make it a self-
need to visit Lucknow each time and time, action has been initiated against Can we expect a resolution to this reliant state in all manners. I am not 
problems are resolved in Noida. For this officials who have been sitting in the deadlock?The government is cognisant saying that there is no scope for 
purpose, the Noida Authority has been same office for decades. They have been of homebuyers’ problems. They are not at improving the power infrastructure, but 
mandated to be an autonomous body. removed. Stern action has been taken fault at all. Builders flew with their hard- things are in better shape. It will be 
However, there is no one above the state against officials found involved in earned money or landed in jail after fraud improved further.CAG has also 
government, so officials should work racketeering, bribery and large-scale was established. The government is recommended that Noida Authority 
with positive thoughts, and without any corruption. Officials who used to create actively working to ensure homebuyers should review policies that have resulted 
pressure and fear. The CEO should ensure problems through villagers have been get their rights. The chief minister has in a preponderance of allotments to a 
that there is no misuse of power that identified and punished. The Noida also expressed his concern. Homebuyers handful of companies like Wave, Logix, 
comes with an autonomous body. I think Authority has undertaken several policy are our first priority. In group housing 3C, Jaypee, and Amrapali who are also 
the present system is alright and whatever reforms related to land allotment. Earlier, projects, partial OC has been introduced among the largest defaulters. What steps 
steps are needed to improve it will be when Rs 2 crore was deposited in Noida to facilitate the possession of flats. Sports have been taken so far?As per 
taken. Noida’s infrastructure is far better Authority, Rs 20 crore used to go to the City has many objections pertaining to its recommendations and suggestions of 
than many cities. For instance, if we polit ical  party that formed the formulation and intent. Action against CAG, the participation of defaulters with 
compare Noida with Ghaziabad, you can government.What steps have been taken illegal farmhouses is being taken. Steps any department of Noida Authority in 
see that there is a huge contrast between to establish a system of internal audit, a like reschedulement policy have lately land allotment schemes published from 
the two cities, be it façade lighting, gap the CAG pointed out, to ensure been introduced. in Greater Noida, large- FY 2022-23 has been restricted and 
cleanliness or wide roads. In cities where compliance with rules and regulations scale cancellation of non-viable projects provisions for the same have been 
you have municipal corporations, quite within the Noida Authority?In response has taken place so that competent incorporated in respective scheme 
often, they are found grappling for funds to objections raised by CAG, a firm has developers may replace them. brochures. Major amendments have been 
and managing staff salaries. been appointed to conduct an internal made in the allotment process specific to Noida faces acute problems with its power 

aud i t  o f  the  Noida  Author i ty.  group housing schemes. The e-auction Tabling the CAG report on Noida in the infrastructure, much of which is old and 
Additionally, internal audits have always system has been implemented while the assembly was a big statement of intent overloaded. In a city that brings in the big 
been carried out by the Authority. Prior to full premium of the plot has to be paid from the government to clean things up revenues, why’s an overhaul of the power 
CAG, the local fund audit department was within 90 days of the allotment letter after the Supreme Court's criticism of the transmission network not a priority?
conducting the internal audit of Noida being issued. The sub-division of a plot Noida Authority as a corrupt body in the Noida has emerged as a hub for data 
Authority.There are lakhs of people who (creation of third-party rights) is not twin towers case. But we haven’t yet seen centres. We have arranged to provide 
are either waiting for their houses in permissible. Amalgamation of two group the reforms CAG suggested take shape. uninterrupted power supply to companies 
Noida or can’t get registries done because housing plots is not permissible.T h e  g o v e r n m e n t  h a s  t a k e n  t h e  with dedicated supply lines. In the past, 

GURGAON: The city's daytime temperature rose by 2 
degrees Celsius on Saturday due to a dip in wind speed 
and ample sunshine. The maximum temperature was 
31.3 degrees Celsius, two notches above the season's 
normal, against 29.2 degrees the previous day.The 
minimum temperature was 15.7 degrees Celsius, three 
notches above the normal, against 15.1 degrees Celsius 
on Friday. "A fresh western disturbance lies over the 
western Himalayan region, which is likely to cause 
isolated and scattered rainfall and thunderstorms from 
Sunday night till Tuesday," an IMD official 
said.According to the IMD's forecast, Sunday will 
witness partly cloudy skies with the minimum and 
maximum temperatures expected to hover around 17 
and 32 degrees Celsius, respectively.The city's air 
quality index (AQI) remained 'moderate' at 170 on 
Saturday, compared to 174 the previous day.Meanwhile 
in Delhi, the AQI again deteriorated to 'poor' on 
Saturday, two days after the Centre's panel on air quality 
revoked restrictions under stage-1 of the Graded 
Response Action Plan. The AQI was 201, compared with 
187 (moderate) a day earlier.Restrictions under stage-1 
were rolled back on Thursday after the AQI had 
improved to 'moderate' at 119.

Temperature crosses 30 degree 
Celsius in Gurgaon, showers likely 
this week

2 U-turns soon to cut 
snarls at Gurgaon's 

Genpact Chowk
GURGAON. Two new U-turns are being 

constructed near Genpact Chowk on Golf Course 
Road to streamline traffic movement and ease 
bottlenecks at the roundabout. The U-turns are 
expected to benefit commuters headed towards 
Cyber City an the Southern Peripheral Road 
(SPR).Genpact Chowk is used by thousands of 
commuters travelling to Faridabad, SPR, sectors 
43 to 45, Sushant Lok and Cyber City daily. The 
U-turns are being constructed by developer DLF 
about 50 metres away on two sides of the 
roundabout. Construction is expected to be 
completed by the middle of this year.

Genpact Chowk witnesses heavy flow of vehicles 
from all directions during peak hours, making 
traffic management difficult. According to traffic 
police, the decision to construct the U-turns 
slightly before the roundabout was due to snarls 
in the area. In addition to this, commuters often 
take the wrong side instead of using the 
roundabout, further adding to the chaos and 
posing a risk of accidents.“The U-turns are being 
constructed around 50 metres away from the 
roundabout to reduce the volume of traffic. At 
present, the pillars are being constructed on the 
Genpact underpass. Once that is done, the 
underpass will be closed for the remaining work 
and traffic will be diverted for some time,” a 
traffic police officer said, adding that the 
duration of closure of the underpass is yet to be 
decided.A DLF spokesperson said once 
operational, the U-turns will not only reduce the 
traffic congestion at Genpact Chowk, but will 
also enable seamless traffic movement leading to 
reduced travel time. “This is one of the busiest 
crossings and these U-turns will ease the traffic 
bottleneck and further smoothen vehicular 
movement. The construction will not be carried 
out during peak traffic hours to ensure that there 
is minimal disruption to traffic movement. 
Diversion signage has been placed for the 
convenience of commuters. Commuters are still 
advised to take alternate routes whenever 
possible until the construction of these U-turns is 
completed,” the spokesperson said.Some 
residents, however, questioned why the U-turns 
are being built just a few metres away from the 
roundabout, which is already serving the 
purpose.“I fail to understand why it is required to 
construct the U-turn near the roundabout when 
people can easily use the circle for taking a turn. 
Instead, they should have constructed it near La 
Lagoon society as was proposed earlier. At 
present, people coming from Rajesh Pilot Chowk 
and sectors 55 and 56 are forced to travel an extra 
5km for a U-turn at Genpact Chowk or drive on 
the wrong side. If people are taking shortcuts, 
then police should penalise them, but resources 
should not be wasted when the existing 
infrastructure can be used,” said VMK Singh, a 
resident of Suncity.

Many haven’t shifted to new flats 
yet, but Noida starts demolition of  
slums

Served liquor without licence, two 
arrested after raids at outlets

Ertiga hits divider on Delhi-Noida 
Direct Flyway as driver dozes off, 2 
injured
NOIDA. Two people suffered severe injuries after the 

Maruti Suzuki Ertiga they were travelling in hit a 
divider on the Delhi-Noida Direct Flyway on Friday 
night. Police suspect the car's driver dozed off, as a 
result of which the vehicle hit the divider.A total of five 
people were travelling from Delhi to Noida. The injured 
have been identified as Manoj Kumar (40), a native of 
Aligarh, who was driving the car and Saurabh (32), a 
resident of Noida's Sector 45.The other three were 
Saurabh's relatives.“Saurabh and his relatives were 
heading to his residence in Sector 45 from Delhi’s 
Dwarka after celebrating Holi with other family 
members. His driver, Manoj, was behind the wheel. 
Around 11pm on Friday, as the car entered Noida on the 
DND Flyway, Manoj must have lost control of the 
vehicle and hit a divider. As Saurabh was sitting on the 
front seat, he too received severe injuries along with the 
driver,” said Dhruv Bhushan Dubey, the officer in 
charge of Phase 1 police station.

The two men were injured in the head.
“A passerby reported the accident on the Dial 112 

helpline, after which a police team reached the spot and 
rushed the injured to a nearby private hospital. Doctors 
say they are out of danger. A preliminary inquiry 
revealed that the car's speed was between 80 and 90 
km/hr at the time of the accident. It is believed that the 
driver dozed off, which led to the accident,” added 
Dubey.

NOIDA. The Noida Authority started the demolition of 
slums in sectors 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10 after CEO Ritu 
Maheshwari on Friday directed officials to clear the land 
within a month. The move comes nearly three years after 
the Authority allotted 2,064 newly-built flats in Sector 
122 to slum residents under the jhuggi jhopri 
rehabilitation scheme.However, many beneficiaries 
have not shifted to the new flats yet, saying they are too 
small for their families or far from their businesses and 
workplaces.Officials on Saturday said that the Authority 
will cancel the flat allotment in cases where people are 
yet to take possession.Following a 2009-10 joint survey 
by the Authority and the district administration, officials 
launched the slum rehabilitation plan in 2011 to shift 
slum dwellers to flats in the city.Subsequently, of the 
3,790 applicants under the scheme, the Authority found 
2,064 eligible for new flats. It then constructed 3,528 
1BHK flats and allotted 2,064 in 2020.Avinash Tripathi, 
an officer on special duty (OSD) with the Noida 
Authority, said that 1,577 beneficiaries have already 
taken possession and shifted to the new flats, but 467 are 
yet to.“The CEO directed officials to conduct a 
demolition drive in sectors 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10 and free the 
land of slum residents who have taken possession of the 
new flats by April 10, 2023,” Tripathi said, adding that 
the flat allotments for those who have not taken 
possession would get cancelled in a week.

Meanwhile, some people have taken possession of their 
flats but have not cleared their dues. Each flat costs 
nearly Rs 6 lakh, said Tripathi. People could pay the 
amount in monthly instalments, but some have not 
completed the payment. In such cases, the Authority has 
decided to send notices asking for the dues.On the other 
hand, some slum residents have not taken possession of 
the flats as 1BHKs are too small for large families. 
“Earlier, locals thought that the Authority would shift 
them from the slum and give them a piece of land. Later, 
the Authority developed 1BHK flats for resettlement,.

Gurgaon. In a joint operation by the chief minister flying 
squad, officials of the excise department and police 
raided two outlets, including an ahata, on Friday 
allegedly being operated without an excise licence in 
Sector 29 and Sohna road. Managers of both the outlets 
were arrested and later released on bail.

The police and excise officers said they had received 
complaints regarding violation of rules at the ahata for 
the past few months, following which a special team was 
formed to raid ahatas in both establishments. Four 
persons, including the owner of the liquor place adjacent 
to the drinking area, have been booked.

Inderjeet Yadav, deputy superintendent of police (DSP) 
with the chief minister’s flying squad, said, “We formed 
a joint team and raided a food joint in Krishna Market in 
Chakkarpur where men and women were found drinking 
liquor. Over 20 were attending a party on the premises.”

Police said they arrested the manager and cashier from the 
spots.

Meanwhile, another ahata was inspected adjacent to a 
banquet hall in Badshahpur on Sohna road. Harish 
Kumar, inspector, chief minister’s flying squad, said, 
“The ahata had been operational for the last few months. 
The owner had not even applied for the excise license.”
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materials like rubber, one-time usable THIRUVANANTHAPURAM. Even as At the time, the policy was also discussed 
plastic can be used to make road tar. Zonta Infratech continues to take the heat within the CPM. A section led by 
Sabotaging the basic existing system for the Brahmapuram blaze, with fresh T h o m a s  I s a a c  b a t t e d  f o r  t h e  
has caused this catastrophe,” he said.allegations being raised against its activities decentralised method, and they 

– or lack of it – at the Kochi dumpyard propagated the Thumboormuzhi model. S E G R E G AT I O N  K E Y  AT  
almost on a daily basis, the company is set to However, another group, led by a more B R A H M A P U R A M ,  S A Y  
handle waste management in three more powerful Pinarayi Vijayan, pushed for EXPERTS
cities in the state. In Kollam, the firm has WTE plants. Though it was alleged that Experts warn that the continuous 
been awarded a project to install a biogas the latter was market-oriented, the party dumping of waste in Brahmapuram 
plant, while in Kozhikode it has been given gave green signal to WTE plants and will only aggravate the situation. 
the task of setting up a waste-to-energy Kerala State Industrial Development “Once the fire is doused, immediate 
(WTE) plant. It is also the frontrunner for a Corporation (KSIDC) was chosen as the steps should be taken to segregate the 
similar project in Thiruvananthapuram, nodal agency, replacing the Suchitwa waste. Thumboormuzhi model Brahmapuram,” a senior civil servant said. 
according to industries department sources. Mission. In 2018, the government decided mobile waste management model should be “Nowhere in the world are WTE plants 

to set up WTE plants in seven districts – Experts have blamed the Brahmapuram mess adopted in Brahmapuram. LSG department successful. They should have first set up a 
Thiruvananthapuram, Kollam, Thrissur, on the state’s move away from its successful should deploy experienced health solid waste management plant at 
Palakkad, Kozhikode, Malappuram and decentralised waste management policy, inspectors to manage decentralised waste Brahmapuram. The company just piled on 
Kannur. Dathan refused to speak to TNIE, which was initiated by the first Pinarayi management,” said waste management the waste without segregating it.
while Tom Jose and T K Jose were government. “Two former top bureaucrats – expert K N Shibu. The government should As per rules, waste should be segregated at 
unavailable for comment.AOfficials said Tom Jose and T K Jose – and CM’s former start campaigns similar to the literacy source and organic waste should be 
Zonta Infratech emerged from out of the scientific advisor M C Dathan played a campaign to make people aware of source converted to compost through windrow 
blue. “The entry of Zonta is still a mystery to crucial role in promoting the centralised management of biodegradable waste and composting. The remaining should be again 
a large section within the government. It was waste management system,” a senior decentralised waste management, say segregated and recyclable materials should 
selected to set up the WTE plant in industries official told TNIE. experts.be be sent for recycling. Non-biodegradable 

Zonta is spreading its wings across Kerala

On Camera, Encroachers 
Shoot Arrows, Lob Bombs 
To Foil Eviction Exercise
Bhopal. Thirteen people were injured in 

Madhya Pradesh's Burhanpur district after an 
anti-encroachment exercise by the forest 
department sparked a violent clash with 
illegal occupants of forest land.

Shocking visuals of the standoff showed the 
encroachers using crude bombs, bows and 
arrows and countrymade firearms to stop the 
anti-encroachment team from approaching.

The incident took place on Saturday, when the 
team reached Ghaghrala forests following 
reports of encroachment and illegal felling of 
trees. They were attacked by at least 150 
people armed with bows and arrows, stones, 
country-made bombs and other firearms.

Videos show the team members in riot gear 
struggling to move forward in the face of the 
offensive. Some villagers accompanying the 
forest team also suffered serious injuries.

"Around 200 encroachers have arrived here in 
the forest for three days. We received 
information that they were carrying country-
made bombs and open firing to spread fear. 
The DFO informed the SP and Collector 
about the matter in writing," forest 
department official RP Rai was quoted as 
saying by news agency ANI.A forest 
department personnel and a villager were hit 
by arrows in the back and shoulder. The 
injured were admitted to Burhanpur District 
Hospital and their condition is learnt to be out 
of danger.According to reports, the 
encroachers have taken shelter inside the 
forest and are not allowing anyone to enter the 
woods.

Concern over ‘unscientific’ fire 
dousing methods at Brahmapuram

where the agent will stick to the material to CONTAIN FIRE’ KOCHI.Following the failure to douse the fire 
cut off oxygen and suppress fire at Brahmapuram waste dumpyard even after Kochi: An expert committee that met in 
effectively,” said Dr Joy. Pouring water 10 days, experts said the procedures and Kochi on Saturday to take stock of the 
will create a ‘shell’ in which the melted mechanisms used at the site are unscientific measures being undertaken to contain 
plastic will continue to smoulder.“Once and even problematic. “Pumping water to the the fire at Brahmapuram concluded that 
water is poured into melted plastic, it will site is not a scientific method to solve the pumping water is the best option to put 
stop burning and solidify and create a shell problems. Moreover, it can cause long-term out the fire. The meeting was chaired 
inside. The melted plastic can continue to problems,” said Dr Anand Madhavan, by additional chief secretary Dr A 
smoulder setting everything on fire. faculty, School of Environmental Sciences, Jayathilak. Although many fire-

CUSAT. Dr Anand said that dioxins, furans, “A large amount of burning plastic will melt fighting strategies were considered at 
mercury and polychlorinated biphenyls will as it becomes hot enough. This creates an the meeting, they were found 
be carried through water and will get explosive liquid which is less dense than ineffective. The meeting discussed soil or any other material so that  smoke deposited in the sediments and soil, causing water. Applying water to a mass of burning various methods to put out the fire and how to emission can be temporarily controlled,” he long-term health problems. “These liquid can cause the liquid to float away avoid future instances like this.The said. He said that the fire-fighting process persistent pollutants will enter the food chain thereby spreading the fire,” added Dr Joy. committee observed that putting out the fire was unscientific from the beginning. and affect humans and animals which will in should be the  priority at this stage. The “Moreover, priority should be given to Methods like leachate treatment should have turn create long-term environmental and meeting decided to install infrared cameras permanent and scientific solutions,” said Dr been tried while establishing a waste health issues. When water is used for dousing and HH gas monitors to prevent fire Anand. “It is a catastrophic situation. But treatment plant to avoid mixing pollutants fire, the leachate with pollutants will be outbreaks in future.nobody takes it seriously and all are focused with the water. He said that a committee or an mobilised and reach the nearby water on dousing the fire. In fact, the scientific side Also, the Pollution Control Board has been expert panel should be constituted to guide bodies,” said Dr Anand.Dr C M Joy, of is not given much importance. Thus a team of instructed to conduct a risk analysis as smoke the activities scientifically.“A scientific and School of Environmental Sciences, Cusat, experts should be constituted to conduct a is emanating from the site continuously. The sustainable solid waste management method echoed the point saying that water-based study or monitor the situation keeping in meeting was attended by experts from Cusat, has to be adopted immediately by including solutions will often have a limited effect on view the long-term implications,” added Dr Mahatma Gandhi University, Disaster s c i en t i s t s  and  t echn ica l  expe r t s .  the suppression of rubber and plastic fires. Anand. Management Authority, Central and State Decentralised waste management is more 

“Though the water-based systems can help Pollution Control Boards, Directorate of Asked about the best way to solve the problem, suitable for a place like Kochi,” said Dr 
douse the fire, the effect is often limited. It is Environment and Climate Change, and fire he said that capping can be done to restrict Anand.
better to use a compressed air foam system, and rescue ervices department.the emission of smoke. “We can cap it with ‘PUMPING WATER BEST OPTION TO 

On Free And Fair 
Polls Query, Poll 

Body Chief's "Trial 
By Fire" Response

Samalkha (Hry). The RSS on Sunday paid 
tributes to late Samajwadi Party (SP) leader 
Mulayam Singh Yadav, socialist leader 
Sharad Yadav and senior advocate Shanti 
Bhushan at its annual general body meeting in 
Haryana.The three-day annual general body 
meeting of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak 
Sangh (RSS) began on Sunday, with the 
organisation paying homage to political 
leaders and noted personalities who died in 
the last one year.

The list contained more than 100 names, 
including Mulayam Singh Yadav, Sharad 
Yadav and Bhushan.It also had the names of 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi's mother 
Hiraben Modi and actor-filmmaker Satish 
Kaushik.At the first session of the meeting, 
RSS general secretary Dattatreya Hosabale 
read out the names of all the noted 
personalities who passed away in the last one 
year.

Bengaluru. Chief Election Commissioner Rajiv 
Kumar today said that even though people trust 
election results, the Election Commission of India 
gives 'agni pariksha (trial by fire)' every time after 
each election.While responding to a question on 
whether the people of Karnataka can trust the poll 
body for free and fair elections, Mr Kumar said 
results are accepted election after election and the 
transition of power each time has been smoothly 
done by ballot.

"This is in strk comparison to what has been recently 
happening even in many developed countries," he 
said.Rajiv Kumar further pointed out that the 
Election Commission of India recently completed 
its 400th state assembly election with the recent 
polls in Tripura, Meghalaya, and Nagaland. It has 
also conducted 17 elections to the parliament and 
16 Presidential and Vice Presidential Elections.

"In the last 70 years, India has stabilised its social, 
cultural, political, geographical, economic, and 
linguistic issues peacefully and through dialogue 
mainly because of established democracy which 
is possible only because people trust election 
results. Still, ECI gives 'agni pariskha' every time 
after each election," Mr Kumar said.

The CEC was in Karnataka with his team on a three-
day tour to check the preparedness of Assembly 
polls. The term of the 225 member Karnataka 
Vidhan Sabha is ending on May 24. Polls on 224 
seats are expected in the beginning of May. One 
Anglo-Indian MLA is nominated.

RSS Pays Tributes To 
Mulayam Yadav, Sharad 
Yadav At Its Annual 
Meet

Why hurry to open incomplete e-way: AICC 
General Secretary Surjewala

IN ’16, MODI SANCTIONED BENGALURU. A day before Prime 
FUNDS: CM Bengaluru: Lashing out Minister Narendra Modi visited the state 
at opposition parties for trying to take to dedicate the Bengaluru-Mysuru 
credit for the Beng-aluru-Mysuru Expressway to the nation, the opposition 
expressway, CM Basavaraj Bommai Congress on Saturday accused the 
on Saturday claimed the project was government of going ahead with the 
envisaged in 2014, and in 2016, land programme even though the project is not 
was handed over to NHAI. In 2019, Rs fully completed.
4,420 crore was sanctioned by PM AICC General Secretary in-charge of 
Narendra Modi. “It is an NDA Karnataka Randeep Singh Surjewala said 
government’s initiative,” Bommai the 118-km stretch of the highway have Modi and the state government need to 

said.not been completed, he said. He alleged answer many questions, including the 
that the expressway has not been He was speaking on the sidelines of the desperation for inaugurating an 
constructed as per standards laid down by inauguration of the Bengaluru Smart City incomplete National Highway, risking 
the  Ind ian  Road  Congres s .The  Limited state-of-the-art Smart Virtual commuters’ lives, profiteering from toll 
construct ion at  many places  is  Clinic and Central Clinical Command collection, defective road design, 
unscientific, he said. “From October Cen t re  (CCC)  in  Mal l e swaram blocking the natural flow of water, 
2022, there have been 300 accidents, 90 constituency on Saturday. He also said absence of flood control measures and the 
deaths and 122 serious injuries on this that within a week, 110 Namma Clinics huge injustice to farmers in terms of 
National Highway. Yet, there is complete will become operational. “PHCs will have inaccessibility to their own land.
inaction on the part of the central and state super-speciality consultation, and the “Why is the PM inaugurating the National 
governments. Why is the PM oblivious to patients will be attended quickly. Doctors H ighway  wh ich  i s  ha l f -baked ,  
the endangerment of public safety,” he will be available round the clock. Overall, fragmented, patchy and a long way from 
asked. we will have 900 specialists,” said completion,” the Congress leader 

Bommai.EXPRESSWAY LAND HANDED OVER questioned. Service roads on either side of 

URNOOL. parks to maintain environments and K Stepping up the facilities at 
greenery in the temple streets, he added. Srisailam temple town in Nandyal district, 

Andhra Pradesh Government Chief He told to widen the main streets and roads 
Secretary KS Jawahar Reddy has directed to organize Rathostavam, Prabhotsavam 
the officials concerned to prepare an and other Vahana Sevas to Swamy and 
action plan to provide amenities to meet Ammavaru without causing any troubles 
the pilgrim rush for the next 25-30 years. to devotees during festival seasons. He 

further asked to prepare separate action He held a review meeting with the officials 
plan to develop and divide the temple at his camp office in Vijayawada along 
town as different zones like temple with Endowment Commissioner M 
activity zone, passive zone, temple facility Harijawahar Lal, Srisailam Devasthanam accommodation complexes, widening the 
zone, high security zone, protective zone Executive officer S Lavanna on Saturday. existing roads, beautification as well as 
etc by constructing new buildings in and Delegates from various institutions and modification of greenery besides 
around the temple town. These can be companies of Drona consultancy, Creative developing necessary infrastructure in 
constructed by using temple lands which consultancy and Nine & Nine Software Srisailam temple town and expecting 
were recently identified by survey lard, were also present. Officials concerned more devotees to turn up as par with 
records ,  fores t  and  endowment  were explained about the development Tirupati Tirumala. 
departments.FOCUS ON NEEDS OF plans based on Smart Infrastructure Jawahar Reddy said that a queue complex, 
DEVOTEES The focus is to provide basic Master Plan through the powerpoint dormitories, choultries, public utilities 
need to the devotees and parks to maintain presentation. Later, KS Jawahar Reddy and open theatre for cultural activities 
environments and greenery in temple d i scussed  the  mas te r  p lan  and  must be constructed as per need. The focus 
streets. development action plan particularly on is to provide basic need to the devotees and 

Prepare plan to meet pilgrim rush: AP 
Chief  Secretary to Srisailam officialsKADAPA. Stringent action would be taken 

against those involved in red sanders 
smuggling, said Kadapa Superintendent of 
Police KKN Anburajan on Saturday. The 
police has invoked Preventive Detention Act 
(PD) against inter-State smuggler Chimpathi 
Lalbasha, a native of Khadarpalli village of 
Chapadu Mandal in Kadapa district. 

The 37--year-old Lalbasha was involved in 
smuggling activities for the past 10 years and 
involved in 71 cases across Kadapa, 
Annamayya and Tirupati districts. Chimpathi 
Lalbasha was also involved in 85 cases of 
house breaking in Andhra Pradesh, Telangana 
and Karnataka since 2003. According to cops, 
he had entered the contraband trade in 2013. 
He had formed a gang with his own brothers 
namely Fakruddin and Jaakeer of his village 
and began smuggling of red sanders. For this, 
he established contacts with international and 

inter-State red sanders smugglers of Tamil 
Nadu as well as Karnataka. 

He would rope in woodcutters from Tamil Nadu 
to fell logs inside the Seshachalam forests and 
other reserve forests, which he would then 
smuggled to other States, from where the red 
sanders would be exported. 

During smuggling, his gang made vain attempts 
to hit the forest and police officers whenever 
they tried to curb his smuggling vehicles. 
Further during the year 2021, he and his gang 
involved in a murder case reported in 
Proddatoor rural police limits.On the 
recommendation of Superintendent of Police 
Anburajan, district Collector V Vijayaramaraj 
issued invoking PD Act on Saturday. 
Anburajan appreciated efforts made by the 
police officers for invoking PD Act on the 
notorious smuggler.

Meanwhile, the forest officials sezed 14 red 
sander logs that were kept for transportation 
in the forest areas under Lankamala reserve 
forest.Siddavatam forest ranger Prasad said 
that the logs were seized from Rollabodu and 
Siddavatam beats by two separate teams of 
forest personnel. From the Rollabodu beat, 
the officials seized 12 logs while another 14 
logs were seized from Siddavatam town. 

Preventive Detention Act 
invoked against red 
wood smuggler 
Chimpathi Lalbasha

Rajiv Kumar further pointed out that the 
Election Commission of India recently 

completed its 400th state assembly 
election with the recent polls in Tripura, 

Meghalaya, and Nagaland.

The company is set to handle waste management in three more cities in the state.

He alleged that the expressway has not been constructed as per standards laid down by the Indian Road Congress.

New Delhi, Monday, 13 March, 2023

NAME CHANGE
I, hitherto known as MOHINI GAUTAM
alias MOHINI  D/o RAJA RAM  W/o
YOGESH CHAUHAN residing at  99
Krishi Apartment, VTC: Rohini Sector-
13, PO: Rohini Sector-7, North West
Delhi, Delhi - 110085 have changed my
name and shall hereafter be known as
MOHINI.

NAME CHANGE
It is for general information that I,
AAKASH DAYAL S/o PARVESH
KUMAR, residing at 25/107, GaliNo.-
14, Vishwas Nagar, Shahdara, East
Delhi, Delhi-110032, declare that name
of my Father and my Mother have been
wrongly written as PRAVESH DAYAL
and SEEMA in my 10th and 12th Class
Educational Documents. The actual
name of my Father and my Mother are
PARVESH KUMAR and NIRMALA,
which may be amended accordingly.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Information is given to general
public at large that our client
Smt. Kusum Chauhan w/o Sh.
Anil Chauhan is the owner of
Freehold Residential Plot bear-
ing no. 959, area measuring 50
sq. mtrs. Situated in the resi-
dential Colony known as
Sector-9 urban estate Gurgaon
Tehsil & Distt. Gurgaon
Haryana, vide Sale Deed
dated 13.09.2005, as Doc no.
11892 SR- GGN, and same
Sale Deed has been Misplaced
/ Lost and same property sold
to be Mr. Anoop Singh Which is
to be financed by Piramal
Capital & Housing Finance Ltd.
Branch: Kalkaji New Delhi
If any person(s) have any
objection(s) or claims) with
respect to the right, title or
interest in the Said
Property then contact us within
07 days from the date of
Publication of this notice and or
the same to the undersigned if
found by any one. Thereafter
ne claim shall be entertained

[NAVEEN KUMAR VERMA] 
Advocate

F-211, Sector-3,
Vaishali, Ghaziabad,

Uttar Pradesh-201010
(Contact at 09958871432)

NAME CHANGE
I, AJAY KUMAR TANEJA S/O BEEK
CHAND TANEJA R/O F-14 GROUND
FLOOR LAJPAT NAGAR -3 DELHI-
110024 HAVE CHANGED MY NAME
TO AJAY TANEJA FOR ALL FUTURE
PURPOSES

NAME CHANGE
I Harun Rasid s/o Mohd. Sattar
R/o V -120/A gali no.21B Vijay park
Maujpur  District North East Delhi
110053 have changed my Name
Harun Rashid for all future purpose 

NAME CHANGE
I Ahmed Muhammad Waseem S/o
Manjoor Ahmed R/o J - 41, Pandav
Nagar, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi - 110092,
have changed my minor son from
AHMED HARIB TO AHMED AZFAR.

NAME CHANGE
I, MOHAMMAD IDREESH S/o
YASEEN residing at H NO-36, VIL-
LAGE SHAHBERI CHIPIYANA
BUZURG, G. B. NAGAR Gautam Budh
Nagar Uttar Pradesh-201009 have
changed my name to MOHAMMAD
IDREES for all future purpose

NAME CHANGE
I Bhawani Shankar S/o Shrawan
Kumar R/o H.No. 596, Near Mani
Dharmshala area, Surakhpur Road,
Gopal Nagar, Najafgarh South Delhi -
110043 have changed my name
Bhawani Shankar Soni for all future
purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I, NO-14659194Y NK VIKASH SINGH
KHARWAR father of ANUSKA R/o
VPO-PARSA, TEH-MOHAMMAD-
ABAD, DIST-GHAZIPUR, UTTAR
PRADESH-233301, have changed my
minor daughter’s name from ANUSKA
to ANUSHKASINGH KHARWAR for all
future purposes vide affidavit dated
11/03/2023 before Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, JASBIR KAUR Mother of NO-
19002592Y L/HAV AMARJIT SINGH
R/O VPO-KORWA KHURD, TEH-
NARAINGARH, DISTT-AMBALA,
HARYANA-134202, have changed my
name from JASBIR KAUR to
JASVEER KAUR for all future purpos-
es vide affidavit dated 11/03/2023
before Notary Public, Delhi.

PUBLIC NOTICE
THIS IS TO INFORM THE GENERAL PUBLIC

AT LARGE THAT OUR CLIENT'S CUS-

TOMER MR. RAHUL KUMAR IS INTENDING

TO PURCHASE PLOT NO. 44, LAND AREA

MEASURING 675 SQ. FT., PART OF KHAS-

RA NO. 631, SITUATED AT R-GREEN RESI-

DENCY, VILLAGE- CHIPIYANA BUZURG,

DADRI, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR, U.P FROM

MRS. ASHA WHO IS THE REGISTERED

ATTORNEY HOLDER OF MRS. OMKARI

VIDE GPA DATED 17.12.2021 AS DOC NO.

2584, WHO IS THE RECORDED OWNER

VIDE KHATUNI ALONGWITH OTHER CO-

OWNERS.

THE SAID PROPERTY IS BEING MORT-

GAGE WITH MAHINDRA RURAL HOUSING

FINANCE LTD. 1ST FLOOR PLOT NO-17,P

BLOCK  SECTOR 23 , SANJAY NAGAR

NEAR VISHAL MEGA MART. GHAZIABAD

U.P 201002 AFTER EXECUTION OF SALE

DEED IN FAVOUR OF CLIENT'S CUS-

TOMER

HENCE THIS NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN

THAT ANY PERSON OR BANK/S OR FINAN-

CIAL INSTITUTION/S, OR ANY PARTY/IES,

HAVING ANY CLAIM, CHARGE, INTEREST,

TITLE, DEMAND, RIGHTS, OF WHATSOEV-

ER NATURE IN RESPECT OF OR AGAINST

THE SAID PROPERTY BY WAY OF INHERI-

TANCE, SHARE, TRANSFER,  MORTGAGE,

POSSESSION,  HOWSOEVER NATURE,

ARE HEREBY REQUIRED TO MAKE THE

SAME KNOWN IN WRITING WITH DOCU-

MENTARY SUPPORT TO THE UNDER-

SIGNED WITHIN 7 DAYS FROM THE DATE

OF PUBLICATION, FAILING WHICH THE

SAID CLAIM OF SUCH PERSON/S, IF ANY

WILL BE CONSIDERED AS WAIVED AND

SETTLED & NOT BINDING WITH OUT

CLIENT'S CUSTOMER

MR. SAMIR KUMAR /

LALIT KUMAR 

(ADVOCATE) 

M/S. EXCEL LAW GROUP

OFFICE ATADDRESS: 87-D, ON 3RD FLOOR,

POCKET-2, SECTOR-6, DWARKA,

NEW  DELHI

MBL 8130395390/91

NAME CHANGE
I, Dipak Chandra Pujari S/o Keshav
Dutt Pujari R/o D-337,Gali No- 19,
West Vinod Nagar New Delhi 110092
have changed my name to Deepak
Chandra Pujari for all future purposes

NAME CHANGE
I, hitherto known as ZAREENA
BEGUM Alias ZAREENA NIGAM Alias
JARINA KHATOON W/O NIZAMUD-
DIN R/O RZ-2104, GALI NO-26,
TUGHLAKABAD EXTN, NEW DELHI,
DELHI-110019 have changed my
name and shall hereafter be known as
ZAREENA KHATOON.
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WORLD.  More than five lakh people economy is crashing, money is This issue has created significant 
divisions in Israeli society and even packed city streets in Israel as escaping the country. Iran just signed 
prompted reservists, who form the demonstrations against the country's yesterday a new agreement with Saudi 
backbone of Israel's military, to judicial overhaul introduced by the Arabia. But the only thing this 
threaten refusal to serve as a means of hard-right government to allegedly government cares about is crushing 
expressing their opposition.curb the Supreme Court's powers Israeli democracy," Opposition leader 

On Monday, a group of reserve fighter entered the 10th week on Saturday. The Yair Lapid was quoted as saying by the 
pilots in an elite Israeli Air Force protests are being pegged as the biggest BBC.
squadron made an unprecedented move ones in the country to date.Record Tamir Guytsabry, a protester in Tel Aviv, 
by announcing their intention not to numbers of demonstrators turned out in told Reuters, "It's not a judicial reform. 
attend training. However, they later It's a revolution that [is] making Israel cities such as Haifa, while about 
changed their minds and agreed to 200,000 are believed to have taken to go to full dictatorship and I want Israel 
attend while also engaging in to stay a democracy for my kids."The the streets in Tel Aviv.Though Prime 
d i s c u s s i o n s  w i t h  t h e i r  objective of the reforms is to grant the Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said the 
superiors.Protests took place on elected government greater influence in planned changes are better for the 
Thursday, with demonstrators blocking the selection of judges and restrict the electorate, critics see the changes as a 
roads and attempting to prevent Supreme Court's authority to rule threat to judicial independence."A 
Netanyahu from departing the country. against the executive or nullify laws. wave of terrorism is hitting us, our 

NEWS BOX

"Major Crisis" In Tech Industry: Israel PM 
On Silicon Valley Bank Collapse

Over 5 lakh people take to streets amid 
protests against Israeli judicial overhaul

myself, are absolutely driven by a "offensive".The BBC is not acting LONDON. Britain's BBC faced a 
passion for impartiality, not left, right impartially by caving in to Tory mounting crisis as a row over football 
or pandering to a particular party," he MPs who are complaining about presenter Gary Lineker's criticism of 
said.Davie said he wanted Lineker Gary Lineker," Labour leader Keir government migration policy led to a 
back on the air and hoped to find a Starmer told reporters at a presenter mutiny, drew a comment from 
balance which enabled some conference in Wales on Saturday.the prime minister and left the 
presenters to express opinions while at broadcaster's boss defending his Lineker declined to comment to 
the same time maintaining the BBC's position.The BBC was forced to axe media as he left his London home 
neutrality.Prime Minister Rishi Sunak much of its sports coverage on Saturday on Saturday and did not reply to 
issued a statement on Saturday as presenters refused to work in a show of questions from reporters on arrival 
defending the migration policy, which solidarity with Lineker, after the BBC at the King Power Stadium in 
bars the entry of asylum seekers sought to defend its impartiality by taking Leicester where he went to watch 
arriving in small boats across the him off the air due to his comments on one of his former clubs play.The 
English Channel, saying he hoped social media.Lineker, a former England f u r o r e  f o l l o w e d  S u n a k ' s  

Neutrality Under ScrutinyLineker and the BBC could resolve soccer captain, the BBC's highest-paid announcement of the new law earlier in 
The BBC is committed to being politically their differences in a timely manner.presenter and the anchor of the football the week. Lineker, 62, took to Twitter to 

impartial, but has faced criticism from the highlights programme "Match of the "It is rightly a matter for them, not the describe the legislation as a "cruel policy 
Conservative and Labour parties about Day", was suspended from his role government," Sunak said.The Lineker directed at the most vulnerable people in 
how neutral it actually is, particularly in following his criticism of Britain's row severely disrupted the BBC's sports language that is not dissimilar to that used 
the era of social media when high-profile migration policy. programming on Saturday as multiple by Germany in the 30s."Seeking to 
presenters can easily make their personal presenters walked out, prompting it to resolve the dispute, the BBC said there Critics of Lineker's suspension say the BBC 
positions known.The opposition Labour issue an apology.Saturday's edition of needed to be an agreed position on bowed to government pressure, leading to 
Party and media commentators accuse "Match of the Day", presented by Lineker Lineker's use of social media before he a furious debate about the impartiality of 
the BBC of silencing Lineker, after for more than 20 years, aired at the usual can return to presenting. But critics of the national broadcaster.BBC Director 
Sunak's spokeswoman called Lineker's time despite his absence, but was slashed Lineker's suspension say he is entitled to General Tim Davie told the BBC on 
comments "unacceptable" and interior to just 20 minutes and aired as a show of his personal opinions because he is not a Saturday he had no intention of resigning 
minister Suella Braverman said they were highlights without commentary. news presenter.over the matter. "We in the BBC, and 

BBC Presenters Refuse To Work In 
Show Of Solidarity With Star Anchor

the biggest banking failure Tel Aviv. Israeli Prime Minister 
since the 2008 financial Benjamin Netanyahu warned on 
crisis.California regulators Saturday that the implosion of 
closed down the tech lender Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), the 
and put it under the control second largest bank failure in US 
of the US Federal Deposit history, created a deep crisis in the 
Insurance Corporation technology industry.
(FDIC).The FDIC is acting "I am closely monitoring the collapse 
as  a  receiver,  which of the American investment bank, 
typically means it will Silicon Valley Bank, which has led 
liquidate the bank's assets to to a major crisis in the high-tech 
pay back its customers, world," tweeted the Prime Minister 
including depositors and of Israel.Netanyahu said that he's 
creditors.Silicon Valley been in touch with senior Israeli tech 
Bank collapsed after a figures following the collapse of 

"From Rome I have held talks with stunning 48 hours in which Silicon Valley Bank in the United 
senior high-tech figures in Israel. Upon a bank run and a capital crisis led to the S t a t e s . " I f  n e c e s s a r y,  o u t  o f  
my return to Israel I will discuss the second-largest failure of a financial responsibility to Israeli high-tech 
scope of the crisis with the Finance and institution in US history.Silicon Valley companies and employees, we will 
Economy ministers and the Governor Bank's decline stems partly from the take steps to assist the Israeli 
of the Bank of Israel," tweeted Federal Reserve's aggressive interest companies, whose center of activity is 
Netanyahu.Netanyahu assured Israeli rate hikes over the past year.After years in Israel, to weather the cash-flow 
tech companies banking with SVB that of interest rates hovering around zero, crisis that has been created for them 
his government would help affected the central bank last spring began a d u e  t o  t h e  t u r m o i l , "  h e  
Israeli businesses overcome the series of historic rate hikes to make tweeted.Meanwhile, Netanyahu said 
liquidity crisis.The SVB collapse has borrowing for businesses and that the Israeli economy is strong and 
sent ripples across the tech industry in individuals more expensive -- a way to stable, adding "which finds expression 
the United States, the United Kingdom cool the economy and bring inflation in in this crisis as well."Netanyahu, who 
and other countries, including Israel, line.Silicon Valley Bank is the first is in Rome for an official visit, said he 
where the tech lender has branches.US FDIC-insured institution to fail this would discuss the extent of the crisis 
regulators on Friday (local time) shut year. The last FDIC-insured institution with his finance and economy 
down Silicon Valley Bank, as markets to close was Almena State Bank, ministers and the central bank 
fretted over possible contagion from Almena, Kansas, on October 23, 2020.governor once he returned home.

Joe Biden Appoints 2 Indian-American 
CEOs To US Advisory Committee

manufacturing solutions across various development, for more than 14 years.Washington. US President Joe Biden on 
industries and end markets.Prior to Flex, Friday (local time) named two Indian- An economist by training, he got his start at 
Revathi Advaithi was President and Americans -- Revathi Advaithi, CEO of McKinsey & Company and the World 
Chief Operating Officer for the electrical Flex, and Manish Bapna, CEO of the Bank before pursuing a career in 
sector business for Eaton, a company Natural Resources Defence Council to advocacy at the Bank Information Center. 
with over USD 20 billion in sales and the Advisory Committee for Trade Policy He has master's degrees in Business and 
102,000 employees. She had corporate and Negotiations.President Biden Political and Economic Development 
responsibility for the Europe, Middle announced a team of 14 people who will from Harvard University and a bachelor's 
East, and Africa regions. Previously, Ms be a part of the US Advisory Committee - degree in Electrical Engineering from 
Advaithi was President of Eaton's Revathi Advaithi, Manish Bapna, MIT.
electrical sector, Americas, and was Timothy Michael Broas, Thomas M The Advisory Committee for Trade Policy 
responsible for North, South, and Central Conway, Erica RH Fuchs, Marlon E President and CEO of the Natural and Negotiations is an advisory 
America.Mr Advaithi is a Co-Chair of the Kimpson, Ryan, Shonda Yvette Scott, Resources Defense Council (NRDC). committee established to provide overall 
World Economic Forum (WEF) Elizabeth Shuler, Nina Szlosberg-Landis NRDC has been behind many of the most policy advice to the United States Trade 
Advanced  Manufac tu r ing  CEO and Wendell P Weeks, read the White significant environmental milestones of Representative on matters arising in 
Community and joined the WEF Alliance House press release.Revathi Advaithi is the last half century--from the creation of connection with the development, 
of CEO Climate Leaders. She serves on the Chief Executive Officer of Flex, the bedrock environmental laws to landmark implementation, and administration of 
the Board of Directors of Uber and global manufacturing partner of choice legal victories, and foundational the trade policy of the United States 
Catalyst.org.Ms Advaithi was recognized that helps a diverse customer base design research.During his 25-year career, Mr including negotiating objectives and 
on Fortune's Most Powerful Women in and build products to improve the world. Bapna's leadership roles have focused on bargaining positions before entering into 
Business list for four consecutive years tackling the root causes of poverty and Since assuming the role in 2019, Ms trade agreements, the impact of the 
and named one of Business Today's Most climate change with strategies that are Advaithi has been responsible for implementation of trade agreements, 
Powerful Women in India. She holds a equitable, durable, and scalable. Most architecting the company's strategic matters concerning the operation of any 
bachelor's degree in mechanical recently, he served as Executive Vice direction and leading Flex through a trade agreement once entered into, and 
engineering from the Birla Institute of President and Managing Director of the transformation that is defining a new era other matters arising in connection with 
Technology and Science and an MBA World Resources Institute, a research in manufacturing.Ms Advaithi is focused the development, implementation, and 
from the Thunderbird School of Global organization focused on the intersection on driving technology innovation, supply administration of the trade policy of the 
Management.Manish Bapna is the of the environment and human chain, and responsible, sustainable United States.

New York: The supposedly "stable" cryptocurrency 
USDC fell sharply after the firm that created it, Circle, 
announced it holds $3.3 billion in failed Silicon Valley 
Bank (SVB) and has dropped its peg to the dollar.Circle 
said late Friday it had been unable to withdraw its 
reserves from SVB, whose sudden collapse rattled 
financial markets.The Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation on Friday took over SVB, a major lender to 
the tech world, in the second-largest bank failure in US 
history.SVB is expected to reopen on Monday under a 
new name, with billions in customer deposits now under 
FDIC control.The FDIC guarantees deposits -- but only 
up to $250,000 per client and per bank.The agency said 
Friday it would provide certificates to customers with 
uninsured funds -- those above the $250,000 limit -- so 
that they would be the first to receive funds eventually 
recovered while the bank is in receivership.But the 
process of liquidating the bank's assets can be long, with 
no certainty of just how much will be recovered.The 
USD Coin, or USDC, was launched in 2018 as a 
"stablecoin," meaning it was indexed to a currency 
backed by a central bank, in this case the US dollar.It is 
listed as the second largest "stable" currency worldwide, 
based on its volume in circulation (around $40 billion), 
behind Tether.Stablecoins are supposed to be backed by 
equivalent reserves in immediately available assets, 
either cash or readily convertible financial 
securities.Overnight Friday to Saturday, the USDC fell 
to its lowest level ever, dropping to 87 cents before 
recovering to around 94 cents.Other stablecoins have 
also suffered.The Dai, the fourth-largest stablecoin by 
volume in circulation, fell to 95 cents, while the Frax 
(sixth largest) fell to 94 cents, its lowest ever.The 
Coinbase cryptocurrency exchange platform said it was 
suspending USDC-dollar conversions until Monday, 
given its exceptionally high activity.More than $25 
billion in USDC had been exchanged on the Coinbase 
platform in 24 hours, an enormous volume compared to 
overall holdings.Meantime, Binance, the largest 
cryptocurrency transaction site, said it was suspending 
conversions of USDC into BUSD -- Binance USD, the 
platform's own "stable" currency."Like other customers 
and depositors who relied on SVB for banking services, 
Circle joins calls for continuity of this important bank in 
the US economy and will follow guidance provided by 
state and Federal regulators," Circle said in a statement.

Silicon Valley Bank Failure Rattles 
"Stable" Cryptocurrency USD Coin

Why Canada asylum seekers 
are using unofficial US 

border crossings
New York. Bookseller Zulema Diaz fled her 

native Peru after being kidnapped, beaten and 
robbed, hoping to find safety in the United 
States. Instead, she said she experienced 
homelessness and sexual harassment as she 
worked off-the-books on a hospital cleaning 
crew.So when Diaz, 46, heard New York City 
was distributing free bus tickets, she said she 
hopped on a bus for Plattsburgh, a town close to 
the Canadian border, then took a taxi to the 
irregular crossing at Roxham Road to enter 
Canada and file an asylum claim.

A sharp increase in asylum seekers entering 
Canada through unofficial crossings -- including 
many whose bus fares were paid by New York 
City and aid agencies -- is intensifying the 
pressure on Prime Minister Justin Trudeau to 
reach an agreement with President Joe Biden to 
close off the entire land border to most asylum 
seekers.Canadian immigration minister Sean 
Fraser discussed irregular migration with US 
Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro 
Mayorkas in Washington, DC, this week. 
Trudeau has said he would raise the issue when 
Biden visits Ottawa on March 23-24.Many of the 
arrivals abandoned plans to seek asylum in the 
United States, deterred by long processing times 
and restrictive definitions for asylum, according 
to aid officials and interviews with asylum 
seekers.On a snowy day in late February, about 
three dozen asylum seekers, some wheeling 
suitcases, others carrying backpacks, trudged 
along a snow path from New York State to 
Quebec.For Diaz, the city's payment of the 
roughly $150 fare to Plattsburgh offered an extra 
incentive for a decision she had been weighing 
for months."This presented itself like a miracle," 
she said. After arriving in the US in June last 
year, she was given a January 2024 date to appear 
in US immigration court.

"I felt protected in the United States, it just takes a 
long time to process the documents."

New York City has been providing bus and plane 
tickets to homeless people who can demonstrate 
a source of support in other cities and countries 
since 2007. Refugee aid groups began offering 
free bus tickets to migrants in August last year 
but said they stopped in November for cost 
reasons. New York City said it began its effort in 
September.The office of New York City Mayor 
Eric Adams would not say how many tickets the 
city and partnered charity organizations 
purchased for migrants. Reuters requested 
comment from mayoral spokespeople Kate 
Smart and Fabien Levy; the mayor's immigrant 
affairs office; the Department of Homeless 
Services, and SLSCO, the contractor that 
handles the ticket distribution.

Florida residents suffer burning 
eyes, breathing issues as coast 
flares up toxic tides
WORLD. Florida residents have been complaining about 

burning eyes and breathing problems, as the state's 
southwest coast is experiencing a flare-up of toxic red 
tide algae. It has sparked concerns that the situation 
would stick around for a while, even as reports suggest 
that the bloom began in October. Notably, dead fish 
have washed up on beaches and a beachside festival has 
been cancelled, even though it was slated to be 
organised in the upcoming month.The annual 
BeachFest in Indian Rocks Beach, Florida was called 
off with help from the city and the Pinellas County 
Health Department, news agency AP stated.The red tide 
would likely continue through the middle of next month 
when the festival was scheduled.Red Tide is currently 
present on the beach and is likely to remain in the area in 
the weeks to come,” the Indian Rocks Beach 
Homeowners Association said in a letter to the 
public.“It is unfortunate that it had to be cancelled but it 
is the best decision in the interest of public health,” it 
addedThe county spokesperson told the Tampa Bay 
Times that nearly two tons of debris, mainly dead fish, 
were cleared from Pinellas County beaches and brought 
to the landfill. The Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission has warned people not to 
swim in or around red tide waters in a bid to prevent 
health scares, such as skin irritation, rashes, sore and 
burning eyes. And people with asthma and lung 
ailments have been advised to avoid beaches affected 
by the toxic algae.About 1,000 pounds (454 kilograms) 
of fish have been cleared from beaches in St. Pete Beach 
since the start of the month, Mandy Edmunds, a parks 
supervisor with the city, told the newspaper.Reports 
suggest that red tide, toxic algae bloom that occurs 
naturally in the Gulf of Mexico, has worsened due to the 
presence of nutrients such as nitrogen in the water.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
on Friday reported that it had found red tide in 157 
samples along Florida’s Gulf Coast, with the strongest 
concentrations along Pinellas and Sarasota counties.

Over 500 Russian Troops Killed, 
Wounded In 1 Day At Bakhmut: 
Ukraine
WORLD.More than 500 Russian troops were killed or 

wounded in a recent 24-hour period during the battle for 
the eastern Ukrainian city of Bakhmut, a Ukrainian 
military spokesman said on Saturday.Pro-Moscow 
forces have been fighting for months to take Bakhmut, 
in the eastern Donbas region. Both sides admit to 
significant losses and the exact numbers are difficult to 
verify.Serhiy Cherevaty, a military spokesperson for 
forces in the east, said the Russians had launched 16 
attacks over a 24-hour period, with 23 clashes taking 
place in Bakhmut."Over the course of the fighting, 221 

enemies were killed and 314 sustained injuries of 
various degrees," he told the national parliament's 
television channel.It was not clear from Mr Cherevaty's 
comments whether he was referring to casualties 
sustained on Friday or over the most recent 24 hour 
period.An aide to Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelenskiy said on Friday that Kyiv had decided to fight 
on in Bakhmut because the battle is grinding down 
Russia's best units.Moscow says capturing Bakhmut 
would punch a hole in Ukrainian defences and be a step 
towards seizing all of the Donbas industrial region, a 
major target.
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NEWS BOX

BRS MLC K Kavitha Reaches Hyderabad After Marathon Questioning 
By Enforcement Directorate; Summoned Again On March 16

In collab with World Bank, 40 municipal schools 
in Vizag get new makeover at Rs 65 crore

including houses of his three BJP) who came to me with the offer Patna.Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar 
daughters and a daughter-in-law by of support may get further on Saturday hinted that he agreed with the 
ED on Friday and a fresh summons marginalised in his party," said contention of ally RJD that the recent 
issued by the CBI to the younger son Kumar, but dropped his guard when crackdown on its president Lalu Prasad 
and Bihar Deputy CM Tejashwi journalists found the clue and and his family members by the CBI and 
Yadav."What do I have to say, those mentioned former Deputy CM ED was "politically motivated". This was 
who are at the receiving end are Sushil Kumar Modi.What do I say in contrast to the stand he took in 2017 
giving an adequate response," said about Sushil Kumar Modi? I need when he had wanted the ally to come 
Kumar in his trademark enigmatic not repeat that I never wanted him clean on charges of corruption. The JD(U) 
style, before adding, "similar things to suffer his current fate. But he is leader also rubbished speculations that he 
happened in 2017 when I was on this welcome to keep speaking against was maintaining an eloquent silence on 
side (in the anti-BJP camp). Now that me. Maybe it will resurrect him the issue because of anxieties about 
I am here again, these things are politically," said Kumar, visibly tarnishing his own image for probity by 
happening again."The allusion was upset over the tirade against aligning with "tainted" politicians and grounds for the period till his name was 
to the land for hotels case in which the ED himself by the former deputy ever since could even be thinking of breaking away cleared, a proposition to which the RJD 
had named, along with others, Yadav, who he dumped the BJP in August last with the "Mahagathbandhan", which did not agree. The JD(U) leader himself 
was the Deputy CM then as well, and year.Kumar also made light of his JD(U) besides RJD, also includes Congress and resigned as chief minister, in disgust, and 
Kumar recalled having asked the young not being a signatory to the recent letter to the Left. Kumar was approached with the BJP, his former ally, came with the 
RJD leader to "explain" his side of the Prime Minister Narendra Modi in protest queries by journalists who wanted to o f f e r  o f  u n c o n d i t i o n a l  
story and the BJP having exploited the against CBI arresting Delhi Deputy CM know about his views on the questioning support.Subsequently, Kumar formed a 
situation to its advantage. Manish Sisodia, and said, "I will be there of Lalu Prasad and his wife Rabri Devi by new government with the BJP, in less than 

when all parties (opposed to BJP) agree to CBI earlier this week, followed by raids Kumar was understood to have asked Yadav 24 hours of resigning."I do not wish to 
unitedly fight the next Lok Sabha polls."conducted on a number of premises, to resign his ministerial berth on moral take any names because the person (in 

Nitish Kumar Reacts To CBI, ED Action Against Lalu, 
Tejashwi Yadav: 'Similar Things Happened In 2017 When...'

Kavitha in connection with its ongoing HYDERABAD .  BRS MLC and 
probe in the Delhi excise policy case, Telangana Chief Minister's daughter K 
saying that the central probe agencies Kavitha arrived at her residence in 
have become an extended arm of the Hyderabad after being questioned by 
BJP.Referring to the summons as ED officials in connection with Delhi 
"politically motivated", BRS leader Liquor Policy case on Saturday. She 
Ravula Sridhar Reddy had said that has been summoned by Central agency 
except ED and BJP, nobody really again on March 16, officials said. On 
understands the case registered in Saturday, K Kavitha was questioned by 
connection with the new-withdrawn Enforcement Directorate in connection 
new Delhi excise policy. In its with delhi excise police case. Kavitha night. The MLC had called the 
investigation, ED has come to know had asked the federal probe agency to summons "tactics of intimidation" by 
that Pillai is one of the key persons in postpone her questioning to Saturday, the Centre against the Telangana chief 
the entire scam involving payments of citing her hunger strike in Delhi on minister K Chandrasekhar Rao and the 
huge kickbacks and the formation of Friday.The central agency agreed to BRS, adding that the party will 
the biggest cartel of the South Group. her request and rescheduled the continue to fight and expose the 
South Group comprises Telangana questioning for Saturday. She had Centre`s failures and will raise its 
MLC Kavi tha ,  Sara th  Reddy arrived in the national capital on March voice for a brighter and better future for 
(promoter of Aurobindo Group), 8, hours after the ED issued summons India."I would also like the ruling party 
Magunta Srinivasulu Reddy (MP, for questioning. BRS leader KT Rama at the Centre to know that these tactics 
Ongole), his son Raghav Magunta, and Rao on Friday also arrived at the of intimidation against the fight and 
o t h e r s .  T h e  f e d e r a l  a g e n c y  residence of his father in the national voice of our leader, CM KCR, and 
investigation has revealed that the capital.Notably, former Delhi deputy against the entire BRS party will not 
South Group was being represented by CM Manish Sisodia has been arrested deter us. Under the leadership of KCR 
Pillai, Abhishek Boinpalli and Butchi by ED in the same case. According to Garu, we will continue to fight to 
Babu. Pillai along with his associates sources, Kavitha was to be made to sit expose your failures and raise voice for 
was coordinating with various persons face-to-face with Hyderabad-based a brighter and better future for India," 
to execute the political understanding businessman Arun Ramchandra Pillai, Kavitha said in a tweet.
between the South Group and a leader who was arrested in connection with On March 8, the BRS came down heavily 
of Aam Aadmi Party (AAP). the liquor policy case on Monday on the Centre after the ED summoned 

How Prashant Kishor's Ex Aide Steered 
Tripura Ex Royal's Party Campaign

firm but in 2018 he decided to and girls working in TIPRA's election Guwahati. In the recent Tripura election, 
pursue his passion for Politics and war room were mostly freshers from one of the biggest talking points was the 
Public Policy and return to work in within the state."I am grateful and two-year-old party Tipra Motha, which 
his home state of Bihar. thankful to Maharaja Pradyot emerged as the second-largest party in the 

Manikya for trusting me with this state after the BJP.Led by Tripura's royal Tripura assembly elections: A civil 
opportunity of leading TIPRA's scion Pradyot Manikya Debburman, the engineering graduate, Prasun 
election campaign strategy and new tribal-based party has created a Kumar had been working full-time 
execution. There is a lot that I have political history. The face of its campaign with Pradyot Manikya since 
learned from him in the last year. He was Mr Debburman, and the party, both 2022.He joined Prashant Kishor's 
understands his people best, and how on the field and online, made a loud entry political consulting firm Indian 
he reciprocates all their love and with music, big cut-outs of leaders, movie Political Action Committee (I-PAC) 
emotion is truly inspirational," Mr screenings and rally stages made in the for the 2019 Andhra Pradesh 
Kumar toldCampaigns and slogans form of fashion show ramps, among assembly elections where he 
like 'Bubagra For All' and 'TIPRA is others.Behind all this, a young mind had worked for YS Jagan Mohan 
Coming' were his brainchild. His team explore opportunities with young political been working for Mr Debburman and his Reddy.Later, he was selected by 

was also behind the huge cut-outs of Party leaders and political parties in the country.new outfit to take on the bigger political Prashant Kishor to work with him in Bihar 
Chairman Pradyot Manikya, eye-catchy parties. Prasun Kumar, 30, who once when he began his political journey as the Prasun Kumar came in touch with Pradyot 
branding designs, and mega LED walls at managed Prasant Kishor's office, was the National Vice President of Janata Dal Manikya during the TTAADC elections in 
election rallies, making Tipra's campaigns brain behind Tipa Motha's campaign. (United). Soon, he was elevated to take up 2021, but it was in March 2022 that he 
the talk of the town and forcing other the responsibility of managing the entire began working full-time with Mr A civil engineering graduate, Prasun Kumar 
political parties to replicate the model too.office of Prashant Kishor along with Manikya's party in Tripura. He then built a had been working full-time with Pradyot 

taking charge of the Bihar I-PAC Unit as On the digital front also, Tipra's election team of young professionals through a Manikya since 2022. Unlike other 
the state lead. songs, videos, creatives, and reels had a first-of-its-kind leadership program political strategists in the country, he 

very distinct presence. "Hundreds of called the Maharaja Bir Bikram doesn't have any agency or organization In 2020, he was given the task of designing 
volunteers were identified and trained to Leadership program (MBBLP) and set up of his own. Pradyot Manikya calls him his dedicated outreach campaigns for I-PAC's 
expand the digital footprint of the party," a dedicated unit called the Media and only 'political aide'.Prasun Kumar started Trinamool Congress campaign in West 
Tipra Motha MLA from Kanchanpur Digital Communications Unit to expand his career as a Strategy and Management Bengal. But, later in the same year, he 
Philip Reang toldits campaign activities. All the young boys Consulting Professional with a real estate decided to part ways with I-PAC and 

Patna. Forest and Environment minister Tej Pratap 
Yadav has registered an FIR against folk artists from 
Vrindavan on charges of theft of costly items worth Rs 
5 lakh at his official residence, 3 Strand Road in Patna, 
during the festival of Holi.The accused include artists, 
namely, Deepak Kumar and five others, he 
claimed.Yadav's close aide Misaal Sinha registered an 
FIR at the Sachivalaya police station on March 10 
alleging that folk artists who were called to perform 
during Holi at the minister's residence carried out the 
theft on March 9 before they left for Vrindavan.In the 
FIR, Misaal said that Tej Pratap suspected theft at his 
residence and even inquired about it with the folk 
artists.Sachivalaya police station in-charge Bhagirath 
Prasad has claimed that an FIR has been registered by 
Tej Pratap's aide but there were no details regarding the 
items that were stolen by the folk artists from 
Vrindavan.

Tej Pratap claims folk artists stole 
items worth Rs 5 lakh from his govt 
bungalow in Patna, lodges FIR

Thousands pay their 
respects to KPCC's 

Dhurvanarayana, Sonia 
calls son

MYSURU. Top politicians from all parties and 
thousands of people paid their last respects to 
KPCC working president R Dhurvanarayana at his 
residence in Vijayanagar where his mortal remains 
were kept on Saturday. Housing Minister V 
Somanna said the state government has decided to 
conduct the last rites with full state honours. 

Former Congress president Sonia Gandhi spoke to 
Dhruvanarayana’s younger son Dheeran over the 
phone. Dheeran said, “We are still in shock, and 
cannot come to terms with the loss. My father gave 
equal attention to both politics and family, but kept 
politics away from family members. Congress 
leader Sonia Gandhi called me and offered her 
condolences,” he said.Suttur Mutt seer Shivaratri 
Deshikendra swamiji said, “Dhruvanarayana had 
done good work, and initiated various welfare 
programmes when he was an MLA and MP. He had 
a bright future in politics.”With tears in his eyes, 
Mysuru-Kodagu MP Pratap Simha said 
Dhruvanarayana was his mentor who had guided 
him through various phases and encouraged him to 
do good. “He was responsible for setting up 
Morarji Desai Residential School and other 
schools in Chamarajanagar,” he said.

omanna said, “We were good friends despite being in 
different parties. He was young and had a great 
po l i t i ca l  fu ture .”  Former  MP Muddu 
Hanumegowda said, “He was an inspiration to all 
Lok Sabha members. He was my well-wisher. I 
joined BJP, but that did not affect our relationship.” 

Poll strategistDhruvanarayana, who had worked up 
from the grassroots, made a mark when he 
campaigned and ensured the victory of ailing 
veteran leader V Srinivasa Prasad, with whom he 
had a close bond. He influenced Prasad to contest 
from the Kollegal constituency, and also Lok 
Sabha elections. But Prasad underwent renal 
transplantation and was advised rest. It was 
Dhruvanarayana who led from the front and 
travelled across the Nanjangud constituency to 
ensure Prasad’s victory by a huge margin.

He also played the role of an organiser for the 
election of Anil Chikamadu in HD Kote, after his 
father and veteran leader S Chikkamadu’s death. 
Dhruvanarayana extensively toured the 
Chamarajanagar parliamentary constituency and 
worked with young leaders like MLA Yathindra 
Siddaramaiah in Varuna, and Ganesh Prasad in 
Gundlupet and ensured that Congress wrested 
power in the panchayat.People shout slogans 
Chaos prevailed as thousands rushed to 
Dhruvanarayana’s residence, where his mortal 
remains were kept. Irked by poor arrangements by 
the district administration, some mourners shouted 
slogans. People alleged that no barricades were put 
up to allow people to queue up to pay their last 
respects. They gheraoed MP DK Suresh and 
demanded that Dhruvanarayana’s son be given a 
ticket to contest from the Nanjangud constituency. 
Suresh assured them a ticket will be given to a 
family member willing to contest.

H3N2 Virus Outbreak In India: 59 
Influenza A Cases Reported In This 
State In Two Months

161-Year-Old Coins, Silver 
Ornaments Found During 
Construction In Uttar Pradesh
Jalaun (UP). A metal container filled with 279 coins 

dating back to 1862 and silver ornaments were 
recovered during the construction of a house in a village 
here, and handed over to the Archaeological Survey of 
India, the official said on Sunday. The coins and 
ornaments were recovered on Saturday during 
excavation for the construction of the house in Vyas Pura 
village of Kotwali Jalaun.

Deputy District Magistrate of Orai, Rajesh Singh, said 
Kamlesh Kushwaha was allotted a house under the 
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana and the foundation of the 
house was being dug on Saturday.He said a worker at the 
spot stumbled upon the container.

Singh called archaeological officials to the spot and 
handed over the ornaments and coins to them.

Bhubaneswar. Of the 225 samples collected in January 
and February in Odisha, 59 were found positive for 
H3N2 influenza in the state, officials said on Saturday. 
H3N2 is a non-human influenza virus that normally 
circulates in pigs and has infected humans, according 
to the US Centre for Disease Control and Prevention.

"Out of the 225 samples collected in the month of 
January and February in Odisha, a total of 59 H3N2 
influenza cases were found in the state," Regional 
Medical Research Centre, Bhubaneswar Director 
Sanghamitra Pati told PTI.Symptoms are similar to 
those of seasonal flu viruses and can include fever and 
cough, she said.Currently, there is "no definitive 
treatment available" for the virus and hence, people 
should "strictly follow the Covid guidelines to keep 
H3N2 at bay," Odisha Public Health Director Niranjan 
Mishra told reporters here.There is a need for 
increased monitoring and precautionary measures to 
ward off H3N2 but no cause for panic yet, say experts 
as India confirms its first two deaths due to the 
influenza virus.In Karnataka, 82-year-old Hire 
Gowda, a diabetic who suffered from hypertension, 
died due to the seasonal influenza subtype on March 1. 
Another death, that of a 56-year-old lung cancer 
patient, was reported from Haryana.From January 2 to 
March 5, 451 cases of the H3N2 have been reported in 
the country, according to data shared by the union 
health ministry on Friday.People need to wear masks 
and for those suffering from cold and cough, covering 
the face with cloth or handkerchiefs is a must, an 
advisory said.H3N2 is a non-human influenza virus 
that normally circulates in pigs and has infected 
humans, according to the US Centre for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC).

does not aim to build new schools, VISAKHAPATNAM. The Greater 
but to improve the existing V i s a k h a p a t n a m  M u n i c i p a l  
infrastructure in the selected schools Corporation (GVMC) has taken up 
as per the criteria set by the CITIIS renovation of 40 municipal schools 
program. Our aim is to decrease the under the City Investments to 
rate of school dropouts,” he Innovate, Integrate and Sustain 
explained. Government schools (CITIIS)  program as  school  
often lack basic infrastructure such environment needs to be  more 
as clean drinking water, functional attractive, comfortable and conducive 
toilets and proper classrooms. to learning to make students attend 

crore. The groundwork for the project Improving these facilities can make the classes with enthusiasm.The CITIIS 
initiated in 2019, began in 2022. We school environment more hygienic, program is launched by the Centre, in 
aim to finish it by December 2023,” safe and conducive to learning. Also, collaboration with the World Bank, to 
said Vinay Kumar of the GVMC Public providing extracurricular activities can s u p p o r t  s u s t a i n a b l e  u r b a n  
Health and Engineering Department. make the school environment more development in India. It aims to 

As part of the project, schools are enjoyable. “A pleasant and attractive provide financial assistance to the 
developed with basic infrastructure environment is required for the cities for implementing innovative 
such as benches, cupboards, drinking students to feel motivated to study. solutions to urban challenges, 
water facility, functional washrooms, Extracurricular activities are equally integrating various urban systems and 
open greenery to keep the surroundings important for their progress, so play c r e a t i n g  s u s t a i n a b l e  u r b a n  
clean and green, a playground as per areas on the school premises are being infrastructure. The Centre had 
the availability of land, and smart developed,” he added.  Currently, the conducted the CITIIS challenge in 
classrooms that provide a good development of municipal school at 2019 and the GVMC’s ‘Smart 
environment for students to study. HB Colony in Zone 3 is nearing Campus’ proposal made the final cut in 

“Social learning and capacity building completion. Renovation works in the competition. “The project is 
are the main objectives of the smart schools in Zones 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are at estimated to cost `65 crore and of 
classroom project. Every aspect and various stages and they will be which the Centre and the State 
part of the school should be a learning completed by the end of this year, he government are allocating Rs 26 crore 
experience for students. The project added.each and the GVMC is spending `13 

Mumbai Man Accused Of  Rape, 
Blackmail Of  Polish Colleague Over 
6 Years
Mumbai. The Mumbai man charged with sexually 

assaulting his colleague, a Polish national, allegedly 
sent her lewd photos, shot her private videos and 
threatened to leak them to her relatives and co-workers.

The accused Manish Gandhi is Chief Operating Officer 
of a Mumbai firm the woman joined in 2016, according 
to reports. The FIR registered by Mumbai Police says 

that Manish, who is now on the run, sexually assaulted 
the Polish woman several times over a six-year period, 
starting November 2016.The woman has alleged that 
her harassment started with Manish sending her his 
private photos.Later, when the two travelled together 
for work to Germany and other parts of India for work, 
the accused allegedly raped her several times. He also 
shot her private photos and threatened to leak them to 
her relatives and others working in the company, she 
has alleged.Manish has been charged with sexual 
assault, criminal intimidation and relevant provisions 
under the Information Technology Act.

New Delhi, Monday, 13 March, 2023 THE SIKH TIMES



EDITORIAL 6

will be no let-up in China’s r e p u b l i c .  T h e  t w o  IN an inevitable outcome, Xi Jinping has 
muscle-flexing, even as the neighbours have held a been ‘unanimously elected’ Chinese 
wor ld ’s  second- la rges t  series of talks in recent President for a historic third term. This 
economy faces the uphill task years in connection with makes him the country’s longest-serving 
of making a robust recovery the border stalemate, but leader since the Chinese republic’s 
from the upheaval caused by China has not done founding father Mao Zedong and paves 
the draconian zero-Covid enough to reduce the trust the way for his lifelong rule. Around 3,000 
policy in the past three years. d e f i c i t  a s  w e l l  a s  members of China’s parliament, the 
Striking a balance between hostilities. With Xi more National People’s Congress, voted for him 
military augmentation and firmly in the saddle, China in an apology for an election that had no 
economic revival will be a won’t  hesi ta te  f rom other candidate. Xi has also been re-
major challenge for the mak ing  p rovoca t i ve  elected Chairman of the Central Military 
Chinese President. moves in retaliation for the Commiss ion ,  thus  ensur ing  h is  

g r o w i n g  c l o s e n e s s  continuation as the head of the People’s India needs to be wary of Xi’s 
between India and the US. Liberation Army, the largest military in the absolute power. The latest 

report by the US intelligence Xi has consolidated his hold on China amid W h i l e  k e e p i n g  a l l  
community states that China increasingly strained relations with the US communication channels 
will continue its efforts to and the West over Taiwan and the Ukraine open, New Delhi needs to 
achieve his vision of making war and far-from-friendly ties with India be well prepared — 
the country emerge as a in the backdrop of the lingering Ladakh militarily as well as 

rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’ by ‘major power’ globally by undermining standoff. The 7.2 per cent hike in the diplomatically — for any eventuality. 
2049, the centenary year of the people’s US influence. Xi is keen on ‘the great military budget makes it obvious that there 

India is not Ukraine GDP not accurate measure of economic growth

of missions of 100 ‘partner countries’ held on on paper despite follow-up THE Noida police recently arrested three employees of a 
February 24, Mandaviya again vouched for committees and so on. Successive pharmaceutical firm on the charges of manufacturing 
‘good quality of pharmaceuticals’ being governments too have not shown the and selling adulterated drugs in a case relating to the 
manufactured by Indian companies for mass political will needed to reform the death of 18 children in Uzbekistan due to 
consumption. system. On the other hand, contamination in a cough syrup supplied by this 

regulation is increasingly being company.Only a few months ago, a company in This public posturing reeks of doublespeak. At a 
seen as a hindrance to the growth of Haryana was caught in a similar controversy when the supposedly closed-door meeting of Central 
the pharma industry and ease of Gambia reported that over 60 children had died after and state drug authorities in Hyderabad on 
doing business.consuming cough syrup made by the firm. In both February 26, Mandaviya made a frank 

cases, cough syrups were found to be contaminated confession about the sorry state of drug Prime Minister Narendra Modi has 
with a toxic chemical.The Gambia deaths were first regulation in India. He admitted, “Several fake said the market size of the pharma 
flagged by the World Health Organisation (WHO) and medicines are in the domestic market. Several sector is around Rs 4 lakh crore, and 
this week the US Centres for Disease Control has counterfeit medicines are also being exported, there is scope for this to go up to Rs 
reconfirmed that the deaths occurred due to acute and because of this the credibility of our 10 lakh crore. This should surely be 
kidney injury caused by diethylene glycol (DEG) pharma industry is being questioned.” For this the target, but it should not be done 
which was found in the contaminated cough syrups state of affairs, the minister told the officials, by compromising safety, efficacy 
imported from India. “The pharma industry is responsible, but and standards of drugs — both for 

before that it is our responsibility.” domestic and foreign markets.The response of Indian authorities — Union Health 
Ministry, Central Drugs Standard Control As regard the regulatory system, he said, “It is If the goal of the government is to 
Organisation (CDSCO), state drug controllers and the not robust and there is a lack of synergy make affordable and efficacious 
Department of Pharmaceuticals — was lackadaisical. between state and Central regulation.” The drugs available for all, a holistic 
They all started picking holes in the statements of the The minister’s statement shows that he agrees with the present drug regulatory system, according to approach is needed. Today, the 
WHO and the Gambia Ministry of Health. Instead of stand of whistleblowers and health activists about the the minister, is fragmented between state regulatory market is flooded with multiple brands for one 
examining the WHO and Gambia findings, the central weak regulatory system and its fragmented nature; and bodies, Central drug regulators and the Department of molecule, available at different price points and 
drug authority formed its committee and then blamed that there is a need to set the house in order. If the Pharmaceuticals. Mandaviya’s speech was streamed varying efficacy. There are several irrational 
the WHO for not sharing information with it.The minister knows that the drug regulation is so bad, then live on his official YouTube channel for close to eight combination drugs. As there are multiple brands, 
Health Ministry put the onus on the Gambia, saying why is he or the government not acting? Instead, why minutes before the live telecast was stopped midway companies use unethical marketing practices to lure 
that it was the responsibility of importing countries to does he defend the regulatory system and the pharma and the feed was removed subsequently.The Health doctors.Just a few thousand Jan Aushadhi Kendras can 
test products for quality before releasing them for industry in public whenever adverse reports like the Ministry may have taken down the video from the hardly make a difference unless they are backed by 
usage. It also said the WHO had not provided “the Gambia and Uzbekistan emerge? Now that we know public domain, but the cat is out of the bag now. proper supply chains. The original idea of these 
exact one-to-one causal relation of death.” what he thinks of the system, he should stop speaking Mandaviya’s statement confirms what has been centres — Ram Vilas Paswan, as Minister for 

with a forked tongue because the bad quality of drugs argued by experts and civil society bodies for long — Chemicals and Fertilisers, pioneered it in 2005 as part It later emerged that the Gambia had conducted 
is directly related to the lives of people.The rot in the the presence of substandard, fake and spurious drugs of the UPA’s common minimum programme — was autopsies in some cases and DEG toxicity was found. 
regulatory system is not new. In 2012, a parliamentary in the Indian market due to lax drug regulation. It also that the supplies of generic drugs would come from To top it all, Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya, 
committee investigated the functioning of the CDSCO confirms that such drugs are being sent to other Central and state public sector units. Most of them are who is also Minister for Chemicals and Fertilisers 
and exposed the dark side of drug regulation at the countries and are responsible for adverse events, as now sick or have been closed. So, action is needed on (under which the Department of Pharmaceuticals 
Central and state levels. Not much has changed since reflected in the recent Gambia and Uzbekistan cases as multiple fronts, beginning with a resolve to make the works), saw this as a conspiracy to tarnish the image of 
then as most of the recommendations have remained well as many others in the past. regulatory system effective and responsible.India’s pharmaceutical industry. At a meeting of heads 

Xi tightens grip

INDIA’S most important Opposition leader Rahul 
Gandhi, after the grand success of his 3,500-km 
Bharat Jodo Yatra, is now in the UK, drumming 
up support from the West for his attempt to bring 
the Narendra Modi government down next year. It 
is always important to have supporters at home 
and abroad, as PM Modi would endorse. He went 
out of his way to campaign for Donald Trump in 
the last US presidential elections, cutting a sorry 
figure and inviting the Democrats’ wrath, which 
may or may not have led to the Hindenburg-Soros 
episode. But Rahul’s statement comparing India 
with Ukraine was surprising, to say the least. 
Tricky foreign policy issues are best avoided on 
foreign soil, particularly when at stake is the core 
philosophy of the Indian approach to 
international conflicts.

In a flippant statement, Rahul crossed the non-
alignment line drawn by his brilliant great-
grandfather Jawaharlal Nehru and threw away the 
shining legacy of his grandmother Indira Gandhi. 
Rahul compared India with Ukraine and Russia 
with China, labelling Russia the villainous 
aggressor, thereby simplistically crossing over to 
one side of the Russia-NATO conflict. Every keen 
observer knows that the Ukraine-Russia conflict 
is a proxy war between Russia and the West, led 
by the US and the UK. Talking in the UK, Rahul 
claimed that just as China had violated the Line of 
Actual Control (LAC), Russia had invaded 
Ukraine and hence both were similar situations 
and, worse, the trigger was the Ukrainian and 
Indian proximity to the US. It was indeed a jaw-
dropping statement, particularly from someone 
from the Nehru-Gandhi family.

If a parallel had to be drawn between the LAC 
situation and the Russia-Ukraine conflict — 
which itself is absurd because no two geopolitical 
situations are ever the same — the closest would 
have been to talk about the West supporting 
Pakistan in its genocidal barbarism in 1971, with 
China offering moral support and the US sending 
its USS Enterprise to threaten India. The US, 
China and Pakistan were together and India 
fought for its survival and created a new nation, 
which is a thriving testimony to how wrong the 
Western opinion was 50 years ago and how 
correct was Indira Gandhi’s decision to not 
kowtow to the West. A comparison could also be 
made with Pakistan offering a slice of the 
occupied territory in J&K to China to encircle 
India from the North, East and West. That would 
be like the present-day NATO expansionism 
threatening the very existence of Russia.

Comparisons are always odious; it is best for guest 
speakers not to offer simple A-is-equal-to-B 
formulas to please the hosts. India’s unsettled 
borders, be they with China or Pakistan, are a 
Nehruvian legacy. The pragmatism and the 
sensitivity that the Nehru government lacked in 
negotiating a border settlement with China and 
the lack of military preparedness or strategic 
vision led to the 1962 debacle. That is something 
successive Indian governments have not been 
able to live down. Any concession to China will 
be termed a sellout by the Opposition — Congress 
or BJP — thereby making it difficult to achieve a 
breakthrough in border talks. Even if the 
Opposition agrees, the West would not want a 
settlement as that would throw a spanner in its 
Quad works and spoil the plans to project India to 
contain China.Meanwhile, India’s dependence on 
China grows, with a burgeoning trade imbalance 
which, again, is a Congress-era legacy. About 30 
years ago, the buzzword was globalisation, with 
China being promoted by the West as the world’s 
manufacturing hub and India under Narasimha 
Rao being forced to dismantle its nebulous 
manufacturing capabilities and opening up its 
markets to cheap Chinese imports. India now 
imports Chinese goods worth $118.5 billion 
annually and has a trade deficit breaching the 
$100 billion-mark. Over the last one year, imports 
have grown by 21.7% and exports declined by 
37.9%. Ukraine is not dependent on Russia for its 
wi-fi dongles, mobile phones, TV screens, 
washing machines, nail clippers, hotwater bags, 
active pharmaceutical ingredients, Diwali lights 
and Sankranti kite threads.The comparison gets 
worse when we put the Russia-Ukraine war in the 
Soviet-era perspective. After all, it is a former 
Soviet republic whose new leadership has moved 
towards the West, seeking to destabilise Russia to 
probably trigger a regime change there. Ukrainian 
President Zelenskyy has even passed a law 
making it seditious for Ukraine to negotiate with 
Russia under Putin.

WHEN a country’s economy grows, it means that 
everyone gets greater access to goods and services. The 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth should, 
therefore, broadly track growth in the production and 
supply of key goods and services. These include 
electricity generation and consumption, production of 
crucial inputs like coal, steel and cement, overall 
industrial production, credit to industry, home loans, 
housing sales, car sales, two-wheeler sales, commercial 
vehicle sales, tractor sales, crop production, air 
passenger traffic, foreign tourist arrivals, sales of fast-
moving consumer goods (FMCG), operating profits of 
IT-service companies, telecom subscribers, minutes of 
usage per subscriber and average revenue per telecom 
user. These cover a wide range of industrial and 
consumer goods and financial, real estate, transport and 
communication services.Have these indicators for 
output and consumption of key goods and services 
tracked the official GDP growth figures? I will restrict 
myself to a five-year period before Covid hit us, to 
remove any disruptions created by the pandemic. Most of 
the comparisons will be between the financial years 
2014-15 and 2019-20, except for a few where the data is 
available on calendar-year basis; in these cases, the 
comparison is between the calendar years of 2014 and 
2019.Between 2014-15 and 2019-20, India’s GDP grew 
at an annual rate of 6.7 per cent in real, inflation-adjusted, 
terms. In the same period, our electricity generation grew 
at 4.6 per cent per year, while per capita electricity 
consumption grew at just 3.6 per cent per year. This is a 
crucial indicator to look at, because electricity is used in 
both industrial production and households. Electricity 
generation and consumption, therefore, grew at two 
percentage points less than our overall economy.

What about the factory sector? The Index of Industrial 
Production (IIP) grew at an annual average of just 2.8 per 
cent in this period, nearly four percentage points lower 
than the GDP growth. Coal output grew at just 3.5 per 
cent, steel at 4.6 per cent and cement production at just 
4.3 per cent. Again, each of these key inputs grew at 2-3 growth — at 12.2 per cent per year. Foreign tourist sales growth of just 4.7 per cent per year. This despite the 
percentage points lower than the economy.But if home arrivals grew at 6.4 per cent per year; it is possible this fact that big-listed companies have seen a jump in their 
loans grew, what happened to home sales? Data available was partially affected by Covid in 2019-20, since the market share after GST was implemented in 2017, which 
for the top seven cities shows that home sales fell sharply virus had already affected some countries from which suggests that the overall FMCG market has grown at a 
in this five-year period, at an annual rate of 5.3 per cent. tourists come to India. In telecom, the minutes used per slower pace.IT services, which are integral to India’s 
This slowdown in big-ticket purchases can be seen consumer increased at 12.9 per cent per year, but this was growth story, have also not grown at the same pace as our 
across a range of durables and assets. We have already mostly because data was handed out for free, causing GDP. The operating profit of India’s leading IT-services 
seen the slowdown in car sales, the total growth in average revenue per user to fall by 9.3 per cent per year. firm, TCS, has grown at 6.2 per cent in real terms, while 
durable loans suggests a similar trend for white goods. Even the growth in the number of telecom subscribers that of Infosys has grown at just 0.9 per cent in inflation-
Loans taken for purchasing durables grew at just 1 per slowed down to just 3.4 per cent per year.In terms of key adjusted terms.
cent per year in nominal terms, and fell at the rate of 3.1 Almost every indicator has grown at a significantly slower consumption goods, overall crop output grew at just 3.2 
per cent in inflation-adjusted terms.The growth spots pace than our official GDP has. It is a conundrum that per cent, while foodgrain production grew at 3.8 per cent. 
were in services like aviation and communications. Air economists need to solve for us to get a real picture of India’s biggest FMCG (fast-moving consumer goods) 
passenger traffic grew at almost double the rate of GDP India’s economy.company, Hindustan Unilever Limited, saw a real net 

Cooperation in education sector augurs well for closer ties

Editorial

Between 2014-15 and 2019-20, India’s GDP grew at an annual rate of 6.7% in real, inflation-adjusted, terms. In the same period, our electricity generation grew at 4.6% per year, while per capita 
electricity consumption grew at just 3.6% per year. This is a crucial indicator to look at, because electricity is used in both industrial production and households.

If  the govt’s goal is to make affordable and efficacious drugs available for all, a holistic approach is needed. Today, the market is flooded with multiple brands for one molecule, available at different price points and varying efficacy. There are several irrational combination 
drugs. As there are multiple brands, companies use unethical marketing practices to lure doctors. A few thousand Jan Aushadhi Kendras can hardly make a difference unless they are backed by proper supply chains.

Doublespeak on drug regulation must stop
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New Delhi. a c t i v i t y. ” T h e  m i n i s t e r ’s  The Union Minister of 
comments came after the Sports, Youth Affairs and Information 
government, in January, blocked and Broadcasting, Anurag Thakur, has 
the BBC documentary 'The Modi launched a scathing attack on the 
Question', featuring the 2002 British Broadcasting Corporation 
Gujarat riots on social media (BBC) after it suspended sports anchor 
platforms, and termed it as a Gary Lineker over his social media 
propaganda piece.Back then, activity. Thakur, in a series of tweets, 
A r i n d a m  B a g c h i ,  t h e  added recent news reports linked to the 
spokesperson for the foreign BBC and called out the media agency 
affairs ministry, said in the f o r  i n d u l g i n g  i n  m a l i c i o u s  
documentary the bias and lack of propaganda.In one of the three tweets, 

suspended its star anchor Gary Lineker objectivity and, frankly, the continuing the union minister said, “Fake 
until an agreement was reached on his colonial mindset are blatantly narrative setting & ethical journalism 
social media use after he criticised the visible.Contrary to this, the BBC has are inherently contradictory. Those 
UK government's immigration policy stood by the documentary and called it indulging in malicious propaganda 
and the decision to take a documentary “rigorously researched according to forged in concocted facts can 
by David Attenborough off air, fearing the highest editorial standards”.Last obviously never be expected to have 
a right-wing backlash. month, the Income Tax Department the moral fiber or the courage to stand 

Thakur also wrote, “In yet another conducted a survey on offices of the up for journalistic independence.”
interesting exhibit, BBC suspends BBC in Delhi and Mumbai to Fake narrative setting & ethical 
airing of a documentary it shot over investigate a “charge of deliberate j o u r n a l i s m  a r e  i n h e r e n t l y  
fears that it would anger a section of non-compliance with Indian laws contradictory.Those indulging in 
society.”He further wrote, “Interesting including transfer pricing rules and malicious propaganda forged in 
to see how the BBC which makes lofty diversion of profits illegally.However, concocted facts can obviously never be 
claims about journalistic objectivity & the I-T surveys at BBC offices were expected to have the moral fiber or the 
independence suspend their star described as an attack on media courage to stand up for journalistic 
anchor over his social media freedom. independence.The BBC had recently 

MCD seals 3 farmhouses in South Delhi for 
defaulting on payment of  property tax

‘Those indulging in malicious propaganda…’: Anurag 
Thakur slams BBC for axing star anchor Gary Lineker

scrapped Delhi excise policy for 2021-22. who while in opposition parties had numerous  Delhi's ruling Aam Aadmi Party, 
cases registered against them but as soon as whose senior leaders Manish Sisodia and On March 9, a day before Sisodia's bail plea was 
they joined the BJP they were cleared of all Satyendar Jain have been arrested in unrelated to come up for hearing before a CBI court, the 
charges.The BJP has now become a washing cases, Saturday accused the BJP-led Centre of Enforcement Directorate arrested him on 
machine that without any detergent powder misusing the probe agencies to finish the money laundering charges in the excise policy 
manages to clear corruption charges against opposi t ion  and turn  India  in to  an  case. Later, the ED got his custody till March 
any leader," Chadha said. He said the CBI and autocracy.Addressing a press conference, AAP 17.Jain was arrested in May last year by the ED 
the ED first registered a case against Sisodia in Rajya Sabha MP and national spokesperson in connection with a money laundering case. 
August last year."Over the last six months, Raghav Chadha claimed that Sisodia was set to Both the leaders are currently lodged in Delhi's 
multiple raids were conducted at his office, get bail but CBI deliberately did not let its Tihar Jail.Chadha claimed that if Manish 
residence, bank locker and even ancestral lawyer appear before the court and a next date Sisodia, Satyendar Jain, Abhishek Banerjee of 
village and yet nothing was found on him. But for the hearing was fixed."In the meantime, ED the Trinamool Congress, Sanjay Raut of Shiv 
still he was arrested due to political reasons," misused probe agencies as much as the BJP. He also made up its mind to arrest Sisodia in the Sena (UBT), Farooq Abdullah of NC, D K 

the AAP leader said."On the other hand, the son accused the BJP of trying to form a "no-same case to ask the same questions based on Shivakumar Congress, K Kavitha of BRS, 
of a BJP MLA in Karnataka was caught red-opposition India and convert its democracy the same evidence," he charged. "This is a Tejashwi Yadav of RJD join the BJP, then all 
handed with Rs 8 crore of unaccounted and into an autocracy"."The agencies are being textbook example of abuse of law. Probe the ED and CBI cases against them will be 
illegal wealth. Yet, he was not arrested. He was misused to break the backbone of every other agencies are abusing the process of closed.This is the truth of the matter and this is 
not even called for any form of questioning by political party in India and to jail their leaders law."Sisodia, the former deputy chief minister the kind of politics that the BJP is indulging in 
an agency and in fact, the agencies went ahead under some pretext or the other," Chadha said.of Delhi, was arrested by CBI on February 26 in at the moment, he alleged.The AAP national 
and got anticipatory bail for the accused," he connection with alleged corruption in the spokesperson further alleged that no other "The aim is to have one nation, one party, one 
alleged.formulation and implementation of the now- political party in the history of India must have leader." He claimed there are multiple leaders 

New Delhi.  

BJP's goal is to finish opposition to turn 
India into autocracy: Raghav Chadha

New Delhi. 

tax payers have failed to pay their 
outstanding tax dues since 2006-07. 

crore is pending outstanding against As part of an ongoing drive The Property Tax Department has 
these properties.MCD had also sealed against property tax defaulters, the taken action after giving sufficient 
five big commercial properties in Municipal Corporation of Delhi opportunity to the defaulters to pay 
Chhattarpur (100-foot Road) and (MCD) on Saturday sealed three their outstanding tax.In order to avoid 
Deramandi Road. Property tax to the farmhouses in Gadaipur, Jonapur, and such action, property tax defaulters are 
tune of Rs 50 lakh was pending Deramandi areas located in South advised to pay their outstanding dues 
outstanding against these properties in Delhi for defaulting on payment of and avail the benefits of the Samriddhi 
Chhattarpur and Deramandi areas.The property tax. Approximately Rs 5 Amnesty scheme launched by MCD.

ED summons NCP MLA 
Hasan Mushrif for 

questioning in money 
laundering case

New Delhi.  The Enforcement Directorate has 
summoned senior NCP leader and MLA Hasan 
Mushrif for questioning in a money laundering 
investigation being conducted against him and 
others, officials said Saturday.The politician has 
been asked to depose before the federal probe 
agency in Mumbai next week so that his 
statements can be recorded under the Prevention 
of Money Laundering Act (PMLA), they said.The 
ED had conducted searches at multiple premises 
linked to him in January. Some fresh searches 
were conducted over the last few days in Kolhapur 
and some other locations.

The money laundering case is linked to a probe 
related to alleged irregularities in the operations of 
some sugar mills based in the state that are 
connected to Mushrif, including the Sar Senapati 
Santaji Ghorpade Sugar Factory Ltd to which his 
three sons are linked.Mushrif (68) is a Nationalist 
Congress Party (NCP) MLA from the Kagal seat 
in Kolhapur. He is also the vice president of the 
party headed by Sharad Pawar.

BJP leader Kirit Somiaya had in 2021 alleged that 
the former rural development minister (Mushrif) 
indulged in corrupt practices by holding 'benami' 
entities through his family members and 
companies. The NCP had then dismissed these 
charges.

New Delhi.  As many as five people, including three 
children, were charred to death after a fire broke out in 
a hut in Uttar Pradesh's Kanpur Dehat on Sunday, 
police said. This incident happened in Harmau 
Banjaradera village under the Rura police station area 
limits.

Satish Kumar, his wife Kajal and their three children 
were sleeping when suddenly the fire broke out. The 
reason behind the fire is suspected to be a short-
circuit.All of them were burnt alive in the fire.

The local residents tried to extinguish the fire, and the 
fire tenders were also rushed to the village to douse 
the flames, but they could not be saved.

Satish's mother, who tried to extinguish the fire, also 
sustained injuries in the incident and was rushed to 
the hospital for treatment.Upon receiving the 
information, the District Magistrate, Superintendent 
of police (SP) and cops reached the spot for an 
investigation.

5, including children, charred 
to death as hut catches fire 
in UP's Kanpur Dehat
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Covid-19 Infections Rising In India Amid Spike In 
H3N2, Adenovirus Cases, Centre Writes To States

advances made in terms of COVID-19 undertaken by various viral New Delhi. Amid a rise in cases of the 
vaccination coverage, Bhushan said, research and diagnostic labs seasonal influenza subtype H3N2, the 
there is a need to remain vigilant and (VRDLs), almost 25.4 per cent Centre on Saturday expressed concern 
focus on the five-fold strategy of test, of the samples have tested over a gradual increase in the COVID-19 
track, treat, vaccination and adherence to positive for adenoviruses, he positivity rate in some states and said it 
Covid-appropriate behaviour.In light of said.needed to be promptly addressed. The 
the rising trend in other ILIs and SARIs Centre requested all states and Union While most of these agents 
being witnessed in some states and UTs territories to follow operational guidelines typicallycause a similar mild 
across the country, a meeting was held for integrated surveillance of respiratory and often self-limiting illness 
recently to review the current situation pathogens presenting as cases of manifesting acute respiratory 
with the central ministries, departments influenza-like illness (ILI) or severe acute infection with fever and cough, 
and organisations concerned.respiratory infection (SARI). The states in some cases, particularly old 

were also requested to take a stock of While influenza is an annual seasonal age people, people with obesity 
hospital preparedness such as the occurrence, in the present season, a and other co-morbidities as well Bhushan stated.Further, according to 
availability of drugs and medical oxygen, variety of weather conditions and as pregnant females, those infected may integrated sentinel based surveillance of 
and vaccination coverage against COVID- behavioural reasons -- less than adequate suffer from a more severe manifestation of ILI and SARI, an upswing of Influenza A 
19 and influenza. attention to personal hygiene, coughing these diseases requiring hospitalisation, is observed since the latter half of 

without adequate protection, closed Bhushan underlined."While the COVID-19 trajectory has December last."Of particular concern is 
indoor gatherings of people, etc. -- make decreased substantially in last few months, the preponderance of Influenza A (H3N2) "In order to limit transmission of these 
the environment conducive to the the gradual rise in COVID-19 test being detected in the samples being diseases, it is important to raise 
circulation of a number of viral respiratory positivity rates in some states is a analysed in various labs. It should also be community awareness  regarding 
pathogens like Influenza A (H1N1, H3N2 concerning issue that needs to be promptly kept in mind that young children, old age adherence to respiratory and hand hygiene 
etc.) and adenoviruses, he mentioned.addressed," Union Health Secretary people and people suffering from co- and promoting early reporting of 

Rajesh Bhushan said in a letter to states morbidites are particularly at risk and Under the Integrated Disease Surveillance symptoms, and limiting the contact of 
and UTs on Saturday.Despite a low vulnerable to H1N1, H3N2, adenoviruses, Programme (IDSP), as reported by states those people who are suffering from 
number of new cases, an equally low etc," he said.Additionally, since January 1, and UTs, an increasing trend of ILI/SARI respiratory illness," Bhushan wrote in the 
number of hospitalisations and significant as per testing of respiratory samples being is being observed across the country, letter.
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2 backed by Khalistani 
groups threaten to disrupt 
Ind vs Aus match during PM 
Modi's visit, arrested
New Delhi. Two people, backed by pro-Khalistan 

groups, were arrested by Ahmedabad Crime 
Branch’s cyber cell for issuing threats to disrupt 
the India vs Australia match held last week at 
Narendra Modi Stadium in Gujarat 's  
Ahmedabad. The Crime Branch arrested the 
accused from Satna and Rewa districts, 
respectively, for issuing threats during the match 
using the SIM box technology.The threats were 
issued when Prime Minister Narendra Modi and 
his Australian counterpart Antony Albanese were 
in Ahmedabad for the cricket match. Upon 
receiving the information, Ahmedabad Crime 
Branch launched an investigation and started 
tracking the location of the accused.

The accused were using an advanced SIM box 
technology, which at times is difficult to track, 
police said. A SIM box allows the operator to 
manage any number of SIM cards they can 
handle.The locations of the accused were traced 
to Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and 
Punjab. Police said threats were also issued from 
fake Twitter handles active in Pakistan.PM Modi 
and Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese 
were in attendance on the opening day of the final 
Test of the Border-Gavaskar Trophy in 
Ahmedabad on Thursday.

The Municipal Corporation 
of  Delhi (MCD) on Saturday 
sealed three farmhouses in 
Gadaipur, Jonapur and 
Deramandi areas located in 
South Delhi for defaulting 
on payment of  property 
tax.

Hideout busted in Jammu and 
Kashmir's Kupwara; weapons, 
narcotics seized near Rajouri

New Delhi. A joint team of security forces and 
police busted a hideout in North Kashmir's 
Kupwara district and recovered a huge cache of 
arms and ammunition.Handwara Police in 
Shalnar Hangnikoot conducted a search operation 
on Saturday. During the search operation, arms 
and ammunition, including an AK 47 rifle with 
two magazines and 75 rounds, 10 grenades, 26 
Ugbl grenades, eight Ugbl boosters, two Flame 
throwers, five rocket shells and three rocket 
boosters were recovered, police said.An FIR has 
been registered at Vilgam police station under 
relevant sections of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) 
and an investigation has been launched.

HEROIN, PISTOLS, IED RECOVERED
In another incident, the Indian Army during a search 

operation recovered heroin, two pistols and one 
IED in the Nowshera sector of the Rajouri district 
in J&K, news agency ANI reported, quoting 
Army sources.
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Meta Layoff: Company Plans 
To Further Cut Jobs That 
Could Match Last Year's Size

the  un ique  r i sks  they  MUMBAI: Reserve Bank of India 
i n t r o d u c e , "  J a i n  (RBI) has said that the financial 
said.According to Jain, technology, or fintech, sector 
thanks to fintechs, consumers should organise itself under a 
have benefited from better self-regulatory organisation that 
customer experience and can monitor the conduct of 
convenience. "One of the key m e m b e r  f i n t e c h  
value propositions fintechs e n t i t i e s . A d d r e s s i n g  a n  
offered was providing the international research conference 
same financial services as on fintechs on Friday, co-
regulated entities but at a organised by IIM-Ahmedabad, 
lower cost. Fintech disruption RBI deputy governor MK Jain 

providers to independent players in in the Indian brokerage industry is a said that a self-regulatory approach 
the sector. Jain said that a hands-off shining example of this," said Jain.At could also help protect the customer's 
approach might promote innovation the other end, big tech companies like interest and promote a high level of 
but risks failing to protect the Alphabet, Meta and Amazon have governance standard in fintech 
financial system from adverse also expanded into financial services. entities. "Role of such an SRO (self-
outcomes. At the same time, "These companies leverage the data regulatory organisation) can include 
maintaining the status quo would from their large existing user base setting the standards for conduct and 
mean that there is no relaxation to coupled with network effects to acting as a bridge between the sector 
cater to the new development, which provide contextualised or embedded and regulators," Jain said.Fintech 
risks losing the benefits  of financial products and nonfinancial companies have evolved in the recent 
innovation."RBI has endeavoured to products. In addition to payment years, with some growing by 
find a middle ground, trying to systems in many jurisdictions, Big facilitating payments for consumers 
balance between the innovation Techs have successfully expanded and merchants, while others have 
brought by fintech while addressing into credit scoring.risen from being bank service 

Gold ETFs record Rs 165 crore inflow in February

Fintech companies need a self-regulatory 
body: RBI deputy governor MK Jain

unsure how much of their technology startups, that  Washington.In the middle of last week, 
deposits they can recover rushed to withdraw their Moody's Investors Service Inc delivered 
and worrying about how to deposits, upending the capital alarming news to SVB Financial Group, 
make payroll.The Moody's raising. Regulators stepped in the parent of Silicon Valley Bank: the 
call came after the value of on Friday, shutting down the ratings firm was preparing to downgrade 
the bonds where SVB had bank and put t ing i t  in  the bank's credit.That phone call, 
parked its money fell due to receivership.SVB, Goldman described by two people familiar with the 
t h e  h i g h e r  i n t e r e s t  S a c h s  a n d  M o o d y ' s  situation, began the process toward 
r a t e s . w o r r i e d  t h e  representa t ives  d id  not  Friday's spectacular collapse of the 
d o w n g r a d e  c o u l d  immediately respond to startup-focused lender, the biggest bank 
undermine the confidence requests for comment.failure since the 2008 financial crisis.
of investors and clients in Friday's collapse sent jitters through global THE UNRAVELING
the bank's financial health, markets and walloped banking stocks. As SVB executives debated 
SVB Chief Executive Greg Investors worry that the Federal when to proceed with the 
Becker 's  team called Reserve's aggressive interest rate fundraising, they heard from 
Goldman Sachs Group Inc increases to fight inflation are exposing Moody's that the downgrade 

billion worth of low-yielding bonds and bankers for advice and flew to New York vulnerabi l i t ies  in  the f inancial  was coming this week, the sources 
reinvest the proceeds in assets that deliver for meetings with Moody's and other system.Details of SVB's failed response said.SVB sprang into action in the hopes 
higher returns.The transaction would ratings firms, the sources said.The to the prospect of the downgrade, of softening the blow.The bank lined up 
generate a loss, but if SVB could fill that sources asked not to be identified because reported by Reuters for the first time, private equity firm General Atlantic, 
funding hole by selling shares, it would they are bound by confidentiality show how quickly confidence in financial which agreed to buy $500 million of the 
avoid a multi-notch downgrade, the agreements.SVB then worked on a plan institutions can erode. The failure also $2.25 billion stock sale, while another 
sources said.The plan backfired.News of over the weekend to boost the value of its sent shockwaves through California's investor said it could not reach a deal on 
the share sale spooked clients, primarily holdings. It would sell more than $20 startup economy, with many companies SVB's timeline, the sources said.

Silicon Valley Bank's demise 
began with downgrade threat

investors and asset allocators have NEW DELHI: After witnessing the 
started revisiting gold from a withdrawal of funds in the last three 
strategic allocation perspective," months, Gold exchange-traded funds 
he added.Despite the inflow, the (ETFs) attracted a net flow of Rs 165 
category saw its net assets under crore in February, mainly due to a 
management (AUM) dropping to slight correction in local yellow metal 
Rs 21,400 crore at the end of prices.
February from Rs 21,836 crore in This was in comparison to a net outflow 
January-end.Overall in 2022, the of Rs 199 crore registered in January, 
inflow in Gold ETFs was Rs 459 Rs 273 crore in December and Rs 195 
crore, 90 per cent lower than Rs crore in November.Prior to that, Gold 
4,814 crore registered in 2021, due ETFs attracted Rs 147 crore in 
to rising prices of yellow metal and October, data from the Association of 
increasing interest rate structure Mutual Funds in India (Amfi) showed. season, she added.lso, the segment saw 

c o u p l e d  w i t h  i n f l a t i o n a r y  "Despite witnessing outflows across an increase in the number of folios by 
pressures.Despite being a sizeable most markets, Gold ETFs in India around 20,000 to 46.94 lakh during the 
market, when it comes to physical witnessed inflows in February. This period under review.Nirav Karkera, 
gold, gold ETFs still comprise a small was largely backed by a small Head of Research at Fisdom, said that 
percentage of the overall Indian correction in local Gold prices. The gold, as an asset class, is known to 
market, Morningstar India's Krishnan demand for ETFs largely arises when effectively align returns with inflation. 
said.Gold ETFs, which aim to track the there is a correction in prices," Kavitha The same deems it to be an important 
domestic physical gold price, are Krishnan, Senior Analyst – Manager asset class today, especially for long-
passive investment instruments that Research, Morningstar India, said.The term retail investors."While broader 
are based on gold prices and invest in demand for physical Gold in India is equities seem choppy and attractive 
gold bullion.largely driven by festival and wedding fixed income plays complex, many 

FTA: India mulling to discuss mechanism with 
Australia for smooth supply of critical minerals

New Delhi:India is considering to discuss (KABIL) -- a joint venture of three 
a mechanism with Australia for a smooth central public sector units under the 
supply of their critical minerals under the Ministry of Mines -- and the Critical 
comprehensive free trade agreement Minerals Facilitation Office (CMFO), 
amid a huge demand in the domestic Government of Australia, which aims at 
market, according to sources.India and strengthening bilateral trade relationship 
Australia have implemented an and lays the path to deliver on a shared 
economic cooperation trade agreement ambition to develop secure, robust and 
(ECTA) in December 2022, and now commercially viable critical minerals 
negotiations are on for expanding the supply chains.The sources said that at 
scope of that agreement into a present, nothing has been finalised, but 
comprehensive pact (Comprehensive there is a consideration that "we can 
Economic Cooperation Agreement or think of some kind of mechanism under 
CECA).There is a huge demand for which India can get assured supply of 
critical minerals like lithium, titanium, these minerals".
vanadium, cobalt, nickel, and graphite in We have to work on the details. How to 
India as the country is targeting to boost craft that mechanism. It is broad thinking 
the production of renewable energy by at present. It has never happened in any 
2030.Batteries will enable the current free trade agreement. We have an MoU 
energy transition towards electric with Australia. Now, we are thinking 
mobility, integration of renewable largest producer of cobalt and the fourth- generation, high-end electronics and about how we can strengthen that MoU," 
energy through grid-scale storage and largest producer of rare earth.  Critical defence.Due to their importance, India is they added.According to an official 
improved energy access in India.India's minerals are key raw materials for looking at a source for a smooth supply.statement issued on March 11, India and 
lithium-ion battery manufacturing several high-demand manufactured Australia have reached a major milestone The economic importance of these 
capability is currently limited, and goods. These minerals have applications in working towards investment in critical minerals and the risks in their stable 
existing manufacturers are largely reliant in  d i fferent  sec tors ,  inc luding minerals projects to develop supply s u p p l y  m a k e  t h e m  i m p o r t a n t  
o n  i m p o r t s . T h e r e  i s  a n  M o U  metallurgy, chemical industries and chains between the two countries. strategically also. Except for the 
(memorandum of understanding) signed energy storage systems for renewable headline, this story has not been edited by Australia produces almost half of the 
between Khanij Bidesh India Ltd energy, electric mobility, power The Telegraph Online staff.world's lithium. It is also the second-

NEW DELHI:The net direct tax collection so 
far this fiscal grew 17 per cent to reach Rs 
13.73 lakh crore, which is 83 per cent of the 
revised target for the full financial year, the 
Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) said in 
a release.On a gross basis, the collection grew 
22.58 per cent to Rs 16.68 lakh crore.Though 
the statement has not given reasons for better 
collection, officials said economic recovery, 
rise in income and profit and better 
compliance contributed to the increase in the 
collections.The income tax department is 
hoping for better-than-expected collections 
from the fourth instalment of advance tax and 
the entire presumptive taxation portion, due 
on March 15.Refunds amounting to Rs 2.95 
lakh crore have been issued during April 1, 
2022 to March 10, 2023, which are 59.44 per 
cent higher than refunds issued during the 
same period in the preceding year.Direct tax 
collection, net of refunds, stands at Rs 13.73 
lakh crore, which is 16.78 per cent higher than 
the net collections for the corresponding 
period of last year.This collection is 96.67 per 
cent of the total budget estimates and 83.19 
per cent of the total revised estimates of direct 
taxes for the financial year 2022-23, the 
CBDT said.

Godrej Industries, part of the Godrej group, 
plans to raise Rs 1,000 crore through an issue 
of bonds on a private placement basis.“The 
management committee of the board of 
directors has on March 10 approved the 
placement memorandum/ information 
memorandum for issuance of up to 1 lakh 
rated, listed, unsecured, redeemable, NCDs 
(non-convertible debentures) having face 
value of Rs 1 lakh only each, aggregating up 
to Rs 1,000 crore on a private placement 
basis,” said Godrej Industries.

New Delhi. Eight of the top 10 valued firms faced a 
combined erosion of Rs 1,03,732.39 crore in market 
valuation last week, with Reliance Industries and 
ICICI Bank taking the biggest hit amid an overall weak 
trend in equities.During the holiday-shortened week, 
the 30-share BSE Sensex declined 673.84 points or 
1.12 per cent amid concerns over the quantum of the 
next interest rate hike by the US Federal 
Reserve.Barring Bharti Airtel and ITC, eight firms 
suffered erosion from their market capitalisation 
(mcap).The market valuation of Reliance Industries 
plummeted by Rs 41,878.37 crore to Rs 15,71,724.26 
crore, the most among the top 10 firms.The mcap of 
ICICI Bank tumbled Rs 18,134.73 to Rs 5,88,379.98 
crore.The valuation of HDFC Bank tanked by Rs 
15,007.38 to Rs 8,86,300.20 crore, and that of State 
Bank of India eroded by Rs 12,360.59 to Rs 
4,88,399.39 crore.HDFC's market valuation 
diminished by Rs 6,893.18 crore to Rs 4,77,524.24 
crore.Tata Consultancy Services' (TCS) valuation 
slumped by Rs 4,281.09 to Rs 12,18,848.31 
crore.nfosys's valuation declined by Rs 3,555.83 to Rs 
6,19,155.97 crore, and that of Hindustan Unilever fell 
by Rs 1,621.22 crore to Rs 5,78,739.57 crore.However, 
Bharti Airtel added Rs 5,071.99 crore, taking its 
valuation to Rs 4,31,230.51 crore.The mcap of ITC 
surged Rs 4,036.2 crore to Rs 4,81,922.33 
crore.Reliance Industries remained the most valued 
firm, followed by TCS, HDFC Bank, Infosys, ICICI 
Bank, Hindustan Unilever, State Bank of India, ITC, 
HDFC and Bharti Airtel.

Eight of  top-10 firms lose Rs 
1.03 trn in market-cap; RIL, 
ICICI hit hard

New Delhi: Facebook parent Meta Platforms is 
planning additional layoffs to be announced in 
multiple rounds over the coming months that in total 
would be roughly the same magnitude as the 13 per 
cent cut to its workforce last year, The Wall Street 
Journal reported. The new cuts, the first wave of 
which is expected to be announced next week, are 
likely to hit non-engineering roles especially hard, 
according to people familiar with the matter. The 
company is also expected to shut down some projects 
and teams in conjunction with these cuts.Meta cut 
roughly 11,000 jobs, or about 13 per cent of its 
employees, last year. The reductions this year are 
expected to reach the same proportion of those who 
remain, the people said, though the final count of the 
cumulative cuts expected over the second quarter 
isn`t yet clear.Among projects that will be cut are 
some wearable devices that were in the works at 
Reality Labs, Meta`s hardware and metaverse 
division, the people said, suggesting a near-term 
retreat from efforts to popularise virtual and 
augmented reality products even as longer-term 
research efforts continue."We`re continuing to look 
across the company, across both Family of Apps and 
Reality Labs, and really evaluate are we deploying 
our resources toward the highest leverage 
opportunities," Meta Chief Financial Officer Susan 
Li said Thursday at the Morgan Stanley 2023 
Technology, Media and Telecom Conference. "This 
is going to result in us making some tough decisions 
to wind down projects in some places, to shift 
resources away from some teams.

"Meta Chief Executive Mark Zuckerberg previously 
said that 2023 would be a "year of efficiency" at Meta 
and that some projects would likely shut down at the 
company, according to WSJ. The continuing cuts are 
notable given Zuckerberg`s prediction in October 
that the company would end 2023 with roughly as 
many employees as it had at that time. The company 
laid off 13 per cent of its staff the following month, 
and then sought to encourage further attrition through 
the performance review process.Technology 
companies including Amazon.com, Microsoft and 
others have cut thousands of jobs this year and last as 
profits retreat from pandemic-induced highs. Since 
2022, layoff tallies have reached nearly 300,000 
workers, according to Layoffs.fyi, a site that is 
tracking job cuts in the industry. 

New Delhi: A tyre burst is not an act of God but human 
negligence, the Bombay High Court remarked while 
rejecting an insurance company's plea against 
compensation to the family of a man killed in a car 
accident. A single bench of Justice S G Dige in its 
February 17 order dismissed the appeal filed by New 
India Assurance Company Limited against a 2016 
ruling of the Motor Accident Claims Tribunal directing 
it to pay Rs 1.25 crore to victim Makarand 
Patwardhan's family.

On October 25, 2010, Patwardhan (38) was travelling 
from Pune to Mumbai with two colleagues. The 
colleague who owned the car was speeding in a rash 
and negligent manner when the rear wheel burst and 
the car fell into a deep ditch, killing Patwardhan on the 
spot.The tribunal in its order had noted the victim was 
the sole bread-earner of his family. The insurance 
company in its appeal said the compensation amount 
was exorbitant and excessive and that the tyre burst 
was an act of God and not negligence on the part of the 
driver. The HC, however, refused to accept this 
contention and said the dictionary meaning of "act of 
God" was "an instance of uncontrollable natural forces 
in operation.""It refers to a severe unanticipated 
natural event for which no human is responsible. The 
bursting of a tyre cannot be termed as an act of God. It 
is an act of human negligence," the court said. It added 
there are various reasons for tyre burst such as high 
speed, underinflated, overinflated or second-hand 
tyres and temperature."The driver or owner of the 
vehicle has to check the condition of the tyre before 
travelling. Burst of tyre cannot be termed a natural act. 
It is human negligence," the order said. Merely stating 
a burst of tyre is an act of God cannot be a ground to 
exonerate the insurance company from paying 
compensation, the HC added.

Tyre Burst Human Negligence, 
Not Act Of  God...' Says HC 
Rejecting Insurance Firm's 
Plea Against Compensation

Direct tax collection 
grows 17 per cent to 

reach Rs 13.73 lakh crore
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New Delhi. 

Potter.The former Brighton 
manager said Chelsea put in a 
team performance against 
Leicester, insisting that he was 
happy with the spirit with 
which Chelsea approached the 
game."Yes, it's been a team 
performance over the week, it 
takes a bit of time to develop 
that, but the spirit of the boys is 
developing, it's growing. The 
togetherness I really like, 
everyone supporting each 
other, fighting to play and 

good week for Chelsea, adding that he is r eady  to  p l ay, ”  Po t t e r  
delighted for the players and supporters. added.The Englishman said Chelsea’s 
Ben Chilwell, Kai Havertz and Mateo quality saw them through against Leicester 
Kovacic scored as Chelsea beat the Foxes City and will now focus on their upcoming 
3-1."It's been a really good week, three Premier League clash against Everton.“I 
wins. It started with a determined thought they gave everything as well. So it Chelsea manager Graham Potter 
performance against Leeds and result, then was a game that was in the balance and it has said that it has been a really good week 
Dortmund and to back it up today is really was our quality in the end that saw us over for Chelsea, who have picked up three 
impressive from the players because it isn't the line. It's been a tough period we have straight wins, turning around their poor run 
easy to do that in the Premier League. So, been through. But this week has been a of form. Chelsea beat Leicester City 3-1 
delighted for them (the players), delighted positive one. And now we can look forward but are still placed tenth in the Premier 
for the supporters who travelled who were to the weekend against Everton and try to League table.Speaking after their win over 
fantastic. So we've had a good week,” said finish off before the international.Leicester City, Potter said it’s been a really 

Raducanu.She went on to say that she 
cherishes every opportunity she gets to step 
out on the court. Raducanu beat Linette 7-6, 
6-2 to advance to the last-32 stage."Yeah, I 
think this feeling of competition definitely 
beats, you know, being sick or injured or out. 
So I'm really just cherishing every time I get 
to step out on the match court," Raducanu 
added.While looking back on her injury 
history, the 20-year-old said you create your 
own luck and said she would not trade her 
2021 US Open title for the world.“Yeah, I 
mean, sometimes you wonder, like, you 
think, like how is this possible. But then very 
quickly I think you create your own luck. It 

 British tennis star Emma works both ways. I won the US Open as 
Raducanu has said that she is happy to well, and I think I also have to take the bad 
compete once again after beating Poland’s luck sometimes, because also, like, good said she came into the tournament with little 
Magda Linette in the round of 64 of Indian fortune has also come upon me. I think that I practice and is happy that she can compete 
Wells. In her first tournament since the wouldn't trade that title for the world. Yeah, and win."I mean, this tournament I had little 
Australian Open, Raducanu reached the I'm just prepared to take whatever it takes, practice in the last few weeks, that really 
last-32 with a straight sets win over knowing that I have that in the bank," said playing the matches has been a bonus and a 
Linette.Speaking after her win, Raducanu Raducanu.win. I'm enjoying competing again,” said 

New Delhi. 

Indian Wells: I'm enjoying competing again, says 
Emma Raducanu after win over Magda Linette

 Mumbai.Delhi Capitals Marizanne Kapp 
ran through Gujarat Giants on Saturday 
evening, 11 March, helping her team secure 
the third victory in four matches in the 
inaugural season of Women's Premier 
League. Kapp, one of the best all-rounders 
in the game took her first fifer in the 
tournament in a dominating victory against 
Sneh Rana's Gujarat.Speaking after the 
game, Kapp said that she was relieved after 
the performance since she had not been at 
her best in the last three matches of the 
tournament."I wanted to perform so badly 
for my team. Previous games, I felt that I 
was missing my lines and lengths. I think if 
you want to perform, you have to put in the 
hard work. I felt I let my team down in the 
first three games," Kapp said after the 
match against Gujarat.

The bowler had taken 1 wicket in her last 
three games and had average outings with 
the ball.The South Africa player said that 
being an all-rounder was a tough job in 
cricket, but it was also rewarding when the 
performances came off."Luckily, I didn't 
bat today so I can be happy about my 
bowling (chuckles). It was absolutely 
amazing. We have such a nice group of 
players and it has been an amazing 
experience being here," Kapp said after the 
game.Meg Lanning's Delhi put in a 
dominating performance, defeating 
Gujarat by 10 wickets. After Kapp helped 
Capitals restrict Gujarat to just 105 runs in 
20 overs, Shafali Verma made the wicket 
look like a dream hitting an unbeaten knock 
of 76 off just 28 balls. This took Shafali's 
tally to 179 from four matches and placed 
her second in the orange cap's list, behind 
her captain Lanning who has 206 runs after 
4 matches.Delhi will next take on Royal 
Challengers Bangalore on 13 March.

New Delhi. won't play Axar in England and here you Former India batter Aakash 
play him at No.9. That's not the best use of Chopra has backed Virat Kohli to score a 
the resources you have,” Chopra century on Day 4 of the Ahmedabad Test. 
added.Speaking about the pitch conditions India is currently facing Australia in the 
in Ahmedabad, Chopra said you can’t call fourth and final Test of the four-match 
this a good pitch as the surfaces are just Border-Gavaskar series.Speaking on his 
jumping from one extreme to another.Youtube channel, Chopra said Kohli started 

"You can't justify one extreme by dishing out his innings off pretty well, while backing 
another extreme. While 13 wickets fell in a him to score a hundred on Day 4.
day in Indore, 13 wickets have fell in three Virat Kohli has started off pretty well and is 
days of cricket in Ahmedabad. This is batting on 59. Given the conditions and the 
certainly not acceptable as you can't say this long wait, the century should happen,” said 
is a good pitch,” said Chopra.After bowling Chopra.He went on to say that sending all-
out Australia for 480, Shubman Gill scored rounder Ravindra Jadeja to bat up the order 
a brilliant century to guide India to a total of at number 5 does not make sense to him, 
289/3, still trailing Australia by 191 runs. insisting that this isn’t the best use of 
Kohli went on to complete his 28th Test India’s resources."Sending Jadeja to bat at 
half-century and is one his way to his 28th No.5 was interesting. Even if you say that 
Test ton on Day 4 of the final BGT Test at you want to play him at No.5 in WTC final, 
the Narendra Modi Stadium in Ahmedabad.the move doesn't make sense here. You 

were happy to knock it the first 3 Tests.The N e w  D e l h i . S e n i o r  b a t t e r  
around against  the  veteran batter missed Cheteshwar Pujara heaped praise 
spinners and wait for out on an opportunity on Shubman Gill, saying the 
their opportunity to put to go big, getting out young opener batted out of his 
the bad balls away.Gill, for 42 but said such comfort zone on Day 3 of the 4th 
who made 129 and b a t t i n g - f r i e n d l y  and final Test against Australia in 
became the 2nd youngest conditions will only Ahmedabad. Pujara said he 
India opener to hit a Test h e l p  b o o s t  t h e  enjoyed bat t ing  wi th  the  
h u n d r e d  a g a i n s t  confidence of the youngster who hit his second Test 
Australia, was severe batting unit.hundred and first at home, leading 
against the pace bowlers "It's been a long time to India's strong reply to Australia's 
as he launched into be honest. It's good to mammoth total of 480 in the first 
Mitchell Starc whenever see such wickets strike rate against spinners, he innings.Cheteshwar Pujara and 
he bowled short.Gill looked because sometimes, as a batting was quite defensive. He was Shubman Gill's 113 runs for the 
dejected when he was out LBW unit, you need to play on such trying to take the fast bowlers on. 2nd wicket on Day 3, laid down a 
for 129 in the final session on Day pitches to gain confidence to Whenever there was a loose ball, solid platform for the rest of the 
3 of the 4th Test as he missed out spend some time in the crease and he tried to punish it," Pujara told Indian batting line-up. Pujara 
on an opportunity to score a big score big runs," Pujara said.India Star Sports."I always enjoy it. If played the perfect second fiddle, 
hundred on good bat t ing  began on their overnight score of someone is taking on the bowlers, guiding young Gill throughout 
conditions."He always likes to 289 for 3 but lost Ravindra Jadeja then I can just rotate the strike, try their partnership even as run-
play his shots. I try and play my early on Day 4 with Todd Murphy, and play my natural game," he making became difficult against 
n a t u r a l  g a m e .  I  t r y  a n d  luring the all-rounder into playing added.the softer ball.Gill raced to his 70s 
communicate what the bowlers a loose shot.KS Bharat joined in 120-odd deliveries but took PUJARA BATS FOR MOTERA 
are trying to do. Apart from that, well-set Virat Kohli, coming in more than 50 deliveries to go from PITCH
he showed a lot of patience ahead of Shreyas Iyer as the Meanwhile, Pujara said the the 70 to 80 as he was willing to take 
yesterday. He is not someone who Mumbai batter was taken for pitch at the Narendra Modi time and showcase patience when 
will keep defending against the scans after he complained about a Stadium was a welcome one after the Australian spinners were 
spinners. But if you look at his back pain on Saturday.having played on 3 rank-turners in keeping it tight. Gill and Pujara 

India vs Australia: Virat Kohli could score a century on 
Day 4 in Ahmedabad, says Aakash Chopra

Shubman Gill showed a lot of patience in Ahmedabad 
Test, enjoyed batting with him: Cheteshwar Pujara

Premier League: It's been a really good week, says 
Chelsea boss Graham Potter after beating Leicester City

New Delhi. Sri Lanka's veteran batter Angelo 
Mathews hit a stunning hundred on Day 4 
of their first Test against New Zealand at the 
Hagley Oval in Christchurch, leading the 
visitors' charge in a crucial series in the 
World Test Championship cycle. Mathews 
hit 115 of 235 deliveries as he helped Sri 
Lanka set New Zealand a stiff target of 285 
in the first Test.With his hundred in 
Christchurch, Angelo Mathews equalled 
Sanath Jayasuriya on the list of Sri Lanka 
batters in Test cricket. It was Mathews's 
14th Test hundred and his first of the year. It 
was Mathews's second Test hundred in 
New Zealand after having hit his first in 
December 2018.Mathews also equalled his 
captain Dimuth Karunaratne's tally of 14 
Test hundreds as the veteran batter stamped 
his class in a crunch situation for Sri Lanka 
in their must-win opening Test in 
Christchurch.Sri Lanka were in a spot of 
bother in their 2nd innings, reeling at 95 for 
4 after having conceded a 13-run lead to 
New Zealand in the first innings. However, 
Mathews and fellow senior batter Dinesh 
Chandimal stitched a 105-run stand, taking 
Sri Lanka out of trouble.Mathews then had 
a 60-run stand with Dhananjaya de Silva, 
who kept the scoreboard moving with a 
brisk 47 off 73 balls.Mathews was tested 
throughout his knock by the quality of New 
Zealand pacers but he found a way to score 
runs. It was not one of his fluent knocks but 
the senior batter made sure he hung un and 
added those crucial runs to Sri Lanka's tally.

Mathews hit 11 boundaries for his 115, days 
after going past 7000 Test runs. 
Incidentally, he had overtaken Sanath 
Jayasuriya's tally of 6973 runs. Matthews is 
now next only to Kumar Sangakkara 
(12,400) and Mahela Jayawardene (11,814) 
on the list of batters with most Test runs for 
Sri Lanka.Meanwhile, Chandimal also 
took his Test tally past 500 runs in the 
Christchurch Test.

New Zealand vs Sri Lanka: Angelo 
Mathews emulates Sanath 
Jayasuriya with 14th Test hundred

New Delhi.India wicket-keeping batter 
Dinesh Karthik has heaped praise on India 
opener Shubman Gill, saying he is very 
similar to legendary batter Sachin Tendulkar. 
Gill scored his second Test century against 
Australia in the fourth and final Test of the 
Border-Gavaskar Trophy.Speaking to 
Cricbuzz, Karthik said there are many 
technical similarities between Gill and 
Tendulkar, adding that both of them play with 
high hands and always get on top of the ball. 
Tendulkar scored 15,921 runs in Tests, while 
adding another 18,426 runs in ODI cricket.

“There are many similarities, technically. You 
know, the positions they get into, tall batters. 
Sachin Tendulkar is not tall, but he stands tall 
at the crease and is always on top of the ball. 
Shubman Gill is very similar, high hands, and 
he has this trigger movement where he goes 
back and across and waits for it,” said 
Karthik.Karthik said the way Gill brings his 
bat down is what makes him really special. 
Gill scored 128 runs in 235 balls, hitting 12 
boundaries and a six.“That's why you see 
sometimes he might inside edge it because of 
the way his bat swing is. But there's slightly 
less movement on flat tracks. The speed at 
which he brings the bat down is what makes 
him really special,” Karthik added. WPL 2023: Marizanne Kapp 

relieved with 5-wicket-haul vs 
Gujarat after string of  average 

performances

ZIndia vs Australia, 

4th Test: 

Cheteshwar Pujara 

said he enjoyed 

batting with 

Shubman Gill 

during their 113-run 

stand on Day 3 of 

the Ahmedabad 

Test. Pujara got out 

for 42 but Gill went 

on to make 129.

India vs Australia: 
Shubman Gill is very 
similar to Sachin 
Tendulkar, says Dinesh 
Karthik

Border-Gavaskar Trophy: 
Indians do not have an 
answer for Cameron 
Green, says Brad Haddin

British tennis star Emma 

Raducanu has said that she is 

happy to compete once again after 

beating Poland’s Magda Linette in 

the round of 64 of Indian Wells. In 

her first tournament since the 

Australian Open, Raducanu 

reached the last-32 with a 

straight sets win over Linette.

Chelsea manager Graham 
Potter has said that it has 
been a really good week for 
Chelsea, who have picked 
up three straight wins, 
turning around their poor 
run of form. Chelsea beat 
Leicester City 3-1 but are 
still placed tenth in the 
Premier League table.

Former Australia wicket-keeper Brad Haddin 
lauded Australian all-rounder Cameron 
Green after his century in the fourth Test 
match of the Border-Gavaskar Trophy. 
Green alongside Usman Khawaja led the 
charge in the first innings of the fourth Test 
match against India. While Khawaja scored 
a patient 180, Green was punishing against 
the fast bowlers and scored a brisk century 
on a track where runs were hard to come by 
in the first two days of the Test match.

Every time we’ve seen him, he gets better and 
better,” former Australian wicketkeeper 
Brad Haddin said on Fox Cricket.“What’s 
been more impressive is the tempo he’s 
played at. He’s come and taken the game on. 
He hasn’t missed an opportunity to score, so 
his mindset’s all about looking to score, not 
just occupying the crease," Haddin further 
added.Haddin claimed that Indians did not 
have the answer for Green when he came out 
to bat in Ahmedabad. The all-rounder, 
alongside Mitchell Starc was injured for the 
first two Test matches of the series. Green 
has been an outstanding performer for 
Australia in the current World Test 
Championship cycle and is expected to be a 
starter in the final, either against India or Sri 
Lanka if he remains fit for the game in 
June.Green's meteoric rise helped him get a 
contract in the Indian Premier League where 
Mumbai Indians shelled out a massive sum 
of Rs 17.50 crores. Green has been touted as 
the future leader of the Australian cricket 
team much like Shubman Gill on the Indian 
side of things.
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